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1. Strategic Case 
 

Introduction 
 
1.1. This project comprises the replacement of the dilapidated Sharley Park Leisure Centre with a new healthy and active community hub, where residents 

can undertake physical activity and access health/wellbeing support services under one roof.  The existing facility, built in 1970's, is in poor structural 
condition and not accessible for all, with an outdated mix of activities and is heavily subsidised by the Council. Responding to extensive community 
consultation, the new facility will accessible to all, comprise of formal sports facilities (6 lane x 25m pool, a learner pool and moveable floor, 4 badminton 
court sports hall, 100 station fitness suite, a studio, soft play and  multi-purpose room, spin studio, full size, floodlit 3G pitch, measured mile cycle track,  
and outdoor play area), outreach health services, pop-up library provision, Citizens Advice, NEDDC Contact Centre, cafe, community meeting room 
facilities, and social space linked into the active environment of Sharley Park, including new cycling and walking routes, cricket pitch, bowling greens, 
grass football pitches and disc golf.  

 
1.2. The project has been developed over an 18 month period, led by a steering group comprising of Sport England, British Cycling, Derbyshire FA, 

Chesterfield Royal Hospital, Clay Cross Hospital, Derbyshire County Council, Active Derbyshire, Street Games, Citizens Advice and Derbyshire Voluntary 
Action. 

 
1.3. To date, desktop feasibility work has been completed, pre-application consultation with NEDDC (Planning Authority) and Sport England, design work 

undertaken to RIBA Stage 2, and an indicative masterplan of the site produced. Further cost consultancy work is now underway to inform partner decision 
making and financial implications.  

 
1.4. The project is anticipated to increase physical activity in the community significantly through both formal activity in the facility and informal activity in the 

park. The business case anticipates a doubling of attendances in the centre which in turn reduces the financial burden on the Council and local taxpayer 
by some £200,000 per year. This is in addition to a 300 Tonne per annum reduction in carbon emissions, in comparison to the existing facility.  

 
1.5. North East Derbyshire is a largely rural area, set within one of the most picturesque counties in England; it forms part of the border of the historic Peak 

District.  
 
1.6. North East Derbyshire is a district of contrasts, from thriving urban settlements to beautiful rural villages and countryside. It covers almost 258 sq. 

kilometres with the main centres being Clay Cross, Dronfield, Eckington and Killamarsh.  
 
1.7. An ex coal-mining area, Clay Cross community suffers from a range of deprivation, poor health, growing levels of obesity and low levels of physical 

activity. 1 in 5 residents has some day-to-day activity limitation. 
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1.8. In the above context, and particularly the aims to support our communities to be healthier, and improve community health, NEDDC and partners have 
identified the need and opportunities for tangible change in Clay Cross. Further support and context for the development of the Sharley Park Active 
Community Hub is provided by the Levelling Up White Paper, February 2022 (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/levelling-up-the-united-
kingdom): 
 
 
Levelling up will require us to:  
 
a. boost productivity, pay, jobs and living standards by growing the private sector, especially in those places where they are lagging;  
b. spread opportunities and improve public services, especially in those places where they are weakest;  
c. restore a sense of community, local pride and belonging, especially in those places where they have been lost; and  
d. empower local leaders and communities, especially in those places lacking local agency. 
  
The UK has larger geographical differences than many other developed countries on multiple measures, including productivity, pay, educational attainment and 
health. Urban areas and coastal towns suffer disproportionately from crime, while places with particularly high levels of deprivation, such as former mining 
communities, outlying urban estates and seaside towns have the highest levels of community need and poor opportunities for the people who grow up there. While 
London and much of the South East have benefited economically, former industrial centres and many coastal communities have suffered. This has left deep and 
lasting scars in many of these places, damaging skills, jobs, innovation, pride in place, health and wellbeing. 
  
Medium Term objectives: 
 

 Spread opportunities and improve public services, especially in those places where they are weakest 

 Health: By 2030, the gap in Healthy Life Expectancy (HLE) between local areas where it is highest and lowest will have narrowed, and by 2035 HLE will rise by 
five years. 

 Wellbeing: By 2030, well-being will have improved in every area of the UK, with the gap between top performing and other areas closing. 

 Restore a sense of community, local pride and belonging, especially in those places where they have been lost 
 
Pride of Place: By 2030, pride in place, such as people’s satisfaction with their town centre and engagement in local culture and community, will have risen in every 
area of the UK, with the gap between top performing and other areas closing. 
 

 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/levelling-up-the-united-kingdom
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/levelling-up-the-united-kingdom
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Case for Change 
 
1.9. The project aligns with the ToC set out in TIP1: 
 

 Responding to challenges – high concentrations of deprivation, instances of poor health and a high proportion of residents will long term life limiting 
illnesses, poor quality of leisure provision within the existing leisure centre, limited activities for older children and teenagers; 

 

 Addressing need – absence of a high-quality leisure offer impacting on investment demand, low wages and earning impacting on the affordability 
of market provided services, high deprivation and poor social mobility, high levels of obesity and mental health issues;  

 

 Building on assets – established site located adjacent to public open space, adjacent housing development site as a focus for an energy pilot; and 
 

 Realising opportunities – significant catchment and demand for leisure services, housing development at Egstow Park likely to further increase 
demand for services, potential to act as an anchor and facilitator as part of the green energy strategy for Clay Cross. 

 
1.10. The scheme is a critical component of the emerging energy strategy for Clay Cross. It will contribute directly to ensuring that the emerging proposals are 

sustainable and integrate leading edge low carbon technology. In addition, it will contribute to raising aspirations and enhancing perceptions of Clay 
Cross – promoting further interest in investing within the town. The project will respond directly to key investment themes and objectives outlined within 
the TIP1 around health, welfare and leisure as well as clean growth. The project addresses the significant challenges around promoting healthy lifestyles 
in Clay Cross which is impacting on community health, aspirations and productivity. The delivery of a new healthy and active community hub is a key 
priority arising from consultation (850 users and non-users responded to engagement in support of a new active community hub). Complementary 
development and improvements in Sharley Park will add to the physical activity offer further promoting active lifestyles and an increase in visitors to the 
facility, park and subsequently the town. Linked to the improvements to the Bret Club (Community facility), located within the park, the project will provide 
for improved access to services and resources available to the community and particularly young people.  
 

1.11. The associated carbon reduction through a ‘fabric first’ construction approach (300 Tonne reduction in carbon emissions) and low carbon heat source 
will make a significant contribution to net zero carbon objectives.  
 

1.12. The Sharley Park area is subject to significant Anti-Social behaviour (ASB), with young people congregating around heat and light from the existing 
facility.  

 
1.13. Based on consultation with young people through Streetgames and the community safety partnership, the new facility will be an asset of community 

pride, allow better management of the adjoining park, deliver activities in the park into late evening and offer formal/informal activities for young people 
to do, this will subsequently significantly reduce levels of ASB in the area.  
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1.14. NEDDC is already working with key partners across the District to address and tackle identified local priorities. We recognise that we are all trying to 
support the same people in the Clay cross community- we can do it more effectively, and sustainably by co-locating our services and resources- and 
actually, this makes our services more accessible for local people and sustainable for the long term.  
 

1.15. The impact of Covid 19 is significant in Clay Cross; inequalities have increased for those who already faced life challenges. The role and focus for this 
project is needed more than ever to improve quality of life through improved community health and wellbeing. 
 

 
 

Stakeholders 
 
1.16. The main shared priority underpinning our future Vision for an Active Community Hub in Clay Cross is behaviour change to improve health. 

 
1.17. In terms of the work of Public Health the key aim that aligns with our shared Vision is Objective One of the Health and Well-Being Strategy (Our Lives, 

Our Health 2018-2023) - Enable people in Derbyshire to live healthy lives. The Joined-Up Care Derbyshire Prevention Strategy (2018) also provides 
relevant context. 
 

1.18. Public Health undertakes a range of work that supports this objective but the ones that are most relevant to physical activity and improving lifestyles are: 
Supporting the Active Derbyshire Strategy e.g. commissioning programmes to support PA e.g. Walking For Health, Exercise by Referral etc. as well as 
wider work across the system to encourage physical activity e.g. active travel. 
 

Reduce health 
inequalities 

Increase 
physical 

activity levels

Change 
lifestyle 

behaviours

Improve life 
opportunities
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1.19. To support the delivery of the above outcomes, and the behaviour changes needed to benefit community quality of life, NEDDC has developed ‘PALS’; 
this is Physical Activity and Lifestyle Support, a behaviour change plan, focussed on health and well-being in Clay Cross. 
 

1.20. PALS brings together cross-sector collaboration to deliver operational reality. Partners include the Derbyshire Health and Wellbeing Board, Place 
Alliance, One Public Estate and the North Derbyshire Strategic Health and Wellbeing Group, working closely with the NEDDC PALS co-ordinator.  
 

1.21. PALS enables the development of personal plans to support individuals through the behaviour change needed to become physically active and improve 
their health and wellbeing. It provides both the motivation and capability to change; investment in facilities and services through NEDDC’s transformation 
Programme will provide the key opportunity to ensure the local infrastructure is in place to support the behaviour change to take place. 
 

1.22. Our project in Sharley Park is about developing and implementing partnership interventions to facilitate a long-term behaviour change in the community, 
which will benefit their health, increase participation in physical activity, improve quality of life, and overall life chances. PALS is integral to achieving this 
behaviour change as PALS provides a means of engaging with those who are inactive and introducing them to activity through the Sharley Park Active 
Community Hub. PALS has a critical role in referring/signposting, at community level, individuals to the Active Community Hub. 
 

1.23. Early partnership working on PALs has seen a strategic group established, sharing of opportunity for community events and engagement and 
identification of key opportunities and principles. 
 

1.24. The work of PALS has continued during Covid 19 to provide general support to the Clay Cross community; it will now re-focus on connecting people, 
spaces and physical activity. This will be through initiatives such as walking to the Park to start increased participation in active travel, which can then 
be further developed through the Active Community Hub. 
 

1.25. The Clay Cross Healthy Futures group has been developed with a 52 strong consortium of partners operating services in Clay Cross. The main aim of 
the consortium is to improve the overall Health and Wellbeing of all local residents via a co-ordinated partnership approach ‘providing something for 
everyone’. 
 

1.26. To date the group has had success with a pilot Beat the Street initiative and the launch of the Love Exploring app which is used to engage communities 
in active travel using an online app to follow walking routes and mindfulness trails as well as using as a tool to engage families in augmented reality trails. 
Over 700 downloads of the app and 200 families engaged in the launch back in June 21. 
 

1.27. A Young People’s sub-group has been established to support young people actively engaging in Physical activity and social activity. A successful Sport 
England Place fund has been secured to support a weekly physical activity session for 11 – 17 years. A weekly youth group is being developed by the 
local parish for 13-17 years and being supported by the Clay Cross HFG. A young producer’s programme is being developed to shape local Arts and 
Cultural activity via First Art. A youth voice is being established by DCC’s Youth and Community Engagement Workers. 
 

https://www.beatthestreet.me/
https://loveexploring.co.uk/
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Our Communities’ Needs and Priorities 
 

1.28. NEDDC is already working with key partners across the District to address and tackle identified local priorities. We recognise that we are all trying to 
support the same people in the Clay cross community- we can do it more effectively, and sustainably by co-locating our services and resources- and 
actually, this makes our services more accessible for local people. 
 

1.29. The main shared priority underpinning our future Vision for an Active Community Hub is: 
 
A flagship community health and wellbeing  facility, which is a social hub for the town, promoting and improving active lifestyles in the area, linking to 
and enhancing outdoor recreation (formal and informal) and helping to promote and remove access barriers to partner services. 
 

1.30. Our shared local strategic outcome indicators are:  
 

 Tackling inactivity;   Increasing physical activity amongst young people; 

   

 Inclusivity and engagement;   Working collaboratively; 

   

 Wider local partnerships;   Making a difference and changing life behaviours; and 

   

 Improving accessibility;    Building community capacity and resilience. 

 
1.31. The development of the Active Community Hub will provide both indoor and outdoor physical activity facilities, a mixture of free to use, pay as you go 

and membership activities, as well as the lifestyle support services. 
 

1.32. The Sharley Park offer, will, for the first time be connected, co-ordinated and designed to meet the needs of those who live in the locality, to encourage 
and support a behaviour change journey for those who are inactive. These people are also those who are most likely to be facing a number of other life 
challenges; providing economic, learning, support, social and outreach clinical services from the Active Community Hub will enable individuals and 
families to engage, become involved and be helped to access the support they need. 
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1.33. It will contribute to identified outputs as follows: 
 

 Delivery of outpatient physio and counselling services covering 
mental and physical well-being; 
 

  Delivery of core lifestyle services such as weight management, 
smoking cessation; 

   

 Creation of a Community Activity Hub; 
 

  Lifestyle support and advice services e.g. CAB, council 
services; 

   

 Support for community sports clubs; 
 

  Provision of high quality, accessible indoor and outdoor places 
and spaces in which more people can be physically active; 
 

   

 Delivery of a welcoming and sociable space, where family and 
friends can meet, be active together, and access the support they 
need to address day to day challenges; and 

  Opportunities for young and older people to be physically 
active, learn new skills, develop ability, and learn about 
opportunities for volunteering, mentoring etc. 
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1.34. Our partners include: 
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1.35. Support and buy-in to addressing the identified needs of the Clay Cross community has been confirmed by: 
 

 NEDDC Cabinet & Council Decisions January 2022 – To pursue the development of a new facility / community hub at Sharley Park. 
 

 OPE Feasibility Study/report – Clay Cross (January 2019) 
 

 SPLC new facility Strategic Steering Group & Town Fund Working Group 
 NEDDC Senior Leisure Team 
 NEDDC Property and Commercial Services 
 NEDDC Planning Team 
 Sport England 
 DCC Public Health 
 NHS Hardwick CCG 
 DCHS – Clay Cross Hospital 
 NHS – outreach clinics, physiotherapy, rehabilitative services 
 Voluntary Sector representatives 
 Active Derbyshire  
 North Derbyshire Strategic Health Group 
 Healthy North East Derbyshire Locality Group 
 One Public Estate 
 Clay Cross Community Police 
 DCC Library service 
 Citizens Advice Bureau 
 Street Games 
 Derbyshire FA 
 Chesterfield Royal Hospital 

 

 Community Consultation Sub-Group 
 NEDDC Senior Leisure Team 
 Community Safety Team 
 Clubs 
 School Sport Partnership 
 Cross section of User/non-user representatives which may include; older people, youth, couples/individuals, families, single parents, people 

with disabilities and carers 
 Active Derbyshire 
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1.36. The Football Association, Football Foundation and British Cycling have also indicated their interest in the wider Sharley Park site for the l development 
of a new floodlit 3G pitch and potentially some cycling facilities. 
 

1.37. Chesterfield Football Club is considering re-locating its training facilities to Sharley Park, utilising the facility for their education programme and academy. 
The Club is also looking to purchase and develop a disused park-based building as their centre, so they can train and undertake off-field work in Clay 
Cross. 
 

1.38. Potentially cycling facilities will link into the wider cycle network, connecting existing and new Clay Cross communities, the town centre and local schools.  
 

1.39. Live Life Better Derbyshire wish to use the Active Community Hub as a facility to continue the delivery of their core services – smoking cessation, weight 
management or physical activity, hiring spaces as needed to deliver these services. These services are currently being delivered at Sharley Park Leisure 
Centre. 
 

1.40. The consultation process developed for the Clay Cross area in relation to physical activity and sport and specifically existing facilities comprised a 
combination of:  
 
Table 1: Consultation Undertaken 
 

Method Number Completed 

Member Questionnaire 420 

Non-Member Questionnaire 387 

Face To Face Interviews 16 

Focus Groups (Number Of People Attending Each) 

Youth Forum 
Business Development 
Police 
Parish Councillors – Clay Cross 
Disability Group 
 

Telephone/Email Interviews 

General Public – 7 
Clubs – 4 
Schools – 4 
Councillors – 4 
Public Health 
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1.41. It is clear from the circa 850 user and non-member responses received that there is great interest in improving the main NEDDC facility, Sharley Park 
Leisure Centre, and in developing provision that better meets identified needs for physical activity, health and well-being thorough high-quality facilities, 
services and activities. 
 

1.42. Barriers to participation are clearly identified across the non-member respondents.  
 

1.43. These provide further evidence to reinforce what is already known about local barriers to participation, but importantly, this is the first time they have 
been articulated by the community itself; however, we also know that these barriers, if removed, can become opportunities to change behaviours. 
 

1.44. In the above context, and particularly the aims to support our communities to be healthier, and improve community health, NEDDC and partners have 
identified the need and opportunities for tangible change in Clay Cross 
 

1.45. The key lifestyle changes we recognise are needed in Clay Cross are: 
 

 
 

Policy Alignment 
 

1.46. North East Derbyshire is a largely rural area, set within one of the most picturesque counties in England; it forms part of the border of the historic Peak 
District.  
 

Increased opportunities 
for social interaction to 

address isolation;

Improved places and 
spaces in which to be 

more physically active;

Supporting the inactive 
into activity, with a 

specific focus on those 
who are overweight/obese, 

or have a life limiting 
disability/illness;

Tackling isolation and its 
impacts;

Increasing awareness of a 
more active lifestyle;

Reducing levels of 
smoking;

Engaging with the hard to 
reach/under-represented 

groups to better 
understand their needs 
and support them into 

activity;

Safeguarding future 
leisure facility provision 

through investment;

Ensuring a clean, safe and 
healthy environment; and

Promoting positive mental 
wellbeing.
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1.47. North East Derbyshire is a district of contrasts, from thriving urban settlements to beautiful rural villages and countryside. It covers almost 258 sq. 
kilometres with the main centres being Clay Cross, Dronfield, Eckington and Killamarsh.  
 

1.48. An ex coal-mining area, Clay Cross community suffers from a range of deprivation, poor health, growing levels of obesity and low levels of physical 
activity. 1 in 5 residents has some day-to-day activity limitation. 
 

Policy Alignment 
 

1.49. The need and opportunity for this change was first identified in 2018/19 when a detailed Insight study was undertaken to really understand how, where 
and why physical activity could contribute to the regeneration of Clay Cross and have a positive impact on community health. This change relates both 
to community behaviours and the existing physical activity infrastructure.   
 

1.50. Since this work, North East Derbyshire District Council (NEDDC) and multiple partners have continued to work toward their shared Vision for Change 
and investment in physical activity; the concept and commitment has remained the same; what has changed and delayed it coming to fruition is the 
opportunity to apply for external funding through the Towns Fund, and the impact of Covid 19.  
 

1.51. The thinking and vision behind the Community Activity Hub has been updated in this report, as have capital costs and revenue implications. Where 
relevant, strategic policy, priorities and data has also been updated, but it must be remembered that the pandemic effectively took 16 months out of 
planning, so much of the original evidence base still holds. There has not, in most cases, been the production of new health data, or new strategies as 
the public sector has been focussed on mitigating the impact of Covid 19, and then recovering from it. 
 

Vision and Objectives 
 

1.52. Our collective approach for this important open space and the Clay Cross community it serves is: 
 
‘A flagship community health and wellbeing  facility, which is a social hub for the town, promoting and improving active lifestyles in the area, linking to 
and enhancing outdoor recreation (formal and informal) and helping to promote and remove access barriers to partner services. 
 

1.53. This will be achieved by putting the new community activity hub at the heart of the overall Clay Cross regeneration , developed and delivered with the 
support of the Towns Fund, and a range of other external partners.  
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1.54. The development of the Sharley Park Active Community Hub is part of the wider Clay Cross Towns Fund Masterplan. 
 

 
 

Alignment with Wider Strategic Outcomes 
 

1.55. This project aligns with key national and local policy set out in for example Sport England’s Uniting the Movement 10 year Strategy, Public Health policy 
and Vision, Derbyshire County Council’s Health and Wellbeing Strategy and NEDDC’s Corporate Strategy. North East Derbyshire District Council’s 
(NEDDC) Vision for the District is: 
 
 
North East Derbyshire is: 
 
• Clean and attractive  
• A place where people are proud to live and work  
• A place where people will prosper  
• A place where people will feel safe, happy and healthy  
 
Our aims: 
 
• Enhancing our residents’ quality of life.  
• Protecting and promoting the Character of our District. 
• Delivering high quality cost-effective services by engaging with our residents, our partners and our staff.  
• Growing our local economy and being a business friendly District.  
 
Our most relevant priorities for Clay Cross and this project are: 
 
• Providing a range of leisure facilities for our communities  
• Work with communities to tackle issues such as childhood obesity and lack of exercise.  
• Work with partners to improve well- being and mental health services across the District.  
• Engage better with our communities  

Reduce health 
inequalities 

Increase 
physical 

activity levels

Change 
lifestyle 

behaviours

Improve life 
opportunities
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The Council Plan 2019-2031 also identifies as a priority: 
 
Town centre regeneration  
 
• Support the One Public Estate agenda and work with partners for maximum benefit.  
• Proactively seek out funding opportunities to improve our town centres and high streets. 

 

 
1.56. The main shared priority underpinning our future Vision for an Active Community Hub in Clay Cross is behaviour change to improve health. 

 
1.57. In terms of the work of Public Health the key aim that aligns with our shared Vision is Objective One of the Health and Well-Being Strategy (Our Lives, 

Our Health 2018-2023) - Enable people in Derbyshire to live healthy lives. The Joined-Up Care Derbyshire Prevention Strategy (2018) also provides 
relevant context. 
 

1.58. Our shared Vision for Clay Cross is therefore: 
 

A flagship community health and wellbeing  facility, which is a social hub for the town, promoting and improving active lifestyles in the area, linking to 
and enhancing outdoor recreation (formal and informal) and helping to promote and remove access barriers to partner services. 
 

1.59. Our shared intended outcomes are: 
 
Table 2: Shared Outcomes 
 

Outcome Specific Local Issues Facility and Service Interventions 

OUTCOME 1: 
Reduced health 
inequalities;  
 
 

• A former mining community, Clay Cross is a traditional small town 
which has seen significant change. Over the years much of its town 
centre infrastructure has disappeared leaving the community dis-
connected and isolated. 

 

• Physical activity is not a high priority for many. 
 

• High numbers of inactive people 
 

• Poor community health 
 

• Provision of a community activity hub to re-engage the 
community, both socially and through physical activity 
 

• Co-location of both physical activity and wider community 
services 
 

• Facilitating the inactive to become physically active through 
confidence-building social interaction opportunities 
 

• Provision of outreach health services supporting those with a 
range of long term conditions 
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Outcome Specific Local Issues Facility and Service Interventions 

• Significant challenges for young and older people – life-limiting 
conditions, social isolation, poverty, low self-worth and expectations. 

 

• High Levels of obesity 
 

• High levels of deprivation 
 

• Growth in physical and mental health inequalities, further 
exacerbated by Covid 19 

 

• Social Prescribing services (physical and mental ill-health) 
 

• Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older 
people, young people and children 
 

• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes in and around 
Clay Cross and the park area 
 

How will we know 
this outcome is 
being achieved? 
 

Increased numbers of inactive adults and young people who are physically active on a regular basis 

OUTCOME 2: 
Increased 
physical activity 
levels,  
 

• Low levels of participation in physical activity 
 

• NEDDC already working in multiple partnerships across the District 
e.g. PALS, school/club links, but  want to change what is provided, 
where and how to  change physical activity behaviours, and raise 
the bar for  their communities. 

 

• Contribution to reduced number of overweight and obese adults and 
children  
 

• Facilitating the inactive to become physically active through 
confidence-building social interaction opportunities 
 

• Provision of outreach health services supporting those with a 
range of long term conditions 
 

• The Physical Activity and Lifestyle Service (PALS) 
 

• Social Prescribing services (physical and mental ill-health) 
 

• Specific activities and programmes targeted at families, older 
people, young people and children 
 

• Provision of informal cycling and walking routes in and around 
Clay Cross and the park area 
 

How will we know 
this outcome is 
being achieved? 
 

Increased numbers of people taking part in, and staying with, physical activities and programmes (at recommended levels) 
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Outcome Specific Local Issues Facility and Service Interventions 

OUTCOME 3: 
Changing lifestyle 
behaviours 
 
 
 

• Low levels of participation in physical activity 
 

• Social isolation 
 

• Lack of awareness of what is on offer 
 

• Lack of self-worth and low confidence 
 

• Poor community health 
 

• High numbers of people living with long -term conditions 
 

• Facilitating the inactive to become physically active through 
confidence-building social interaction opportunities 
 

• Provision of outreach health services supporting those with a 
range of long term conditions 
 

• The Physical Activity and Lifestyle Service (PALS) 
 

• Social Prescribing services (physical and mental ill-health) 
 

How will we know 
this outcome is 
being achieved? 
 

New participants engaging with the Community Activity Hub – both actively and through the social opportunities Specifically, 
inactive people engaging with the Hub offer and returning 

OUTCOME 4: 
Improved life 
opportunities 
 
 
 
 
 

• Significant challenges for young and older people - social isolation, 
poverty, low self-worth and expectations. 

 

• Low levels of participation in physical activity 
 

• High numbers of people with long term health conditions 
 

• Rising levels of mental health across the community 
 

• Rising levels of isolation across all ages as a result of Covid 19, but 
particularly for those shielding 

 

• Low mobility levels. 
 

• Lack of safe cycling and walking routes linking the park to the town 
centre 

 

• Provision of a community activity hub to re-engage the 
community, both socially and through physical activity 
 

• Co-location of both physical activity and wider community 
services 

 

How will we know 
these outcomes 
are being 
achieved? 

• New participants engaging with the Community Activity Hub – both 
actively and through the social opportunities created 
 

• Increased use of ‘Walking Buses’ for schools 

• Community employment rate 
• Reduction in numbers of people living with long -term health 

conditions  

• Improved healthy weight levels for children and adults 
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Outcome Specific Local Issues Facility and Service Interventions 

 • Increased everyday use of outdoor active environments e.g. walking 
and cycling routes  
 

• Increased numbers of people acquiring new skills 
 

• Contribution to an increased healthy life expectancy across the 
Borough 
 

• Reduction in health inequalities 
 

• Improved quality of life – people ‘feel’ better 
 

• A more active community with higher expectations, growth in 
educational achievement and skills,  and improved confidence 
 

 
1.60. Our draft KPIs for the Community Activity Hub are:  

 
Table 3: Draft KPI’s 

 

KPI How it will be measured 

Overall increase in the number of attendances at Sharley Park Community 
Activity Hub 
 

Number of new members of the Active Community Hub 

Increased numbers of people taking part in, and staying with, physical 
activities and programmes (at recommended levels) 
 

Number of people in Clay Cross meeting Chief Medical Officer recommendations 
for physical activity through the Active Lives Survey (Annual) 
 

New participants engaging with the Community Activity Hub – both actively 
and through the social opportunities.  
 

Number of new members of the Active Community Hub & Customer Survey 
(Annually) 

Inactive people engaging with the Hub offer and returning 
 
Increased everyday use of outdoor active environments around Sharley 
Park e.g. Pitches, walking and cycling routes  
 
Reduction in numbers of people living with long -term health conditions in 
Clay Cross 
 
Improved healthy weight levels for children and adults in Clay Cross 
 
Reduction in health inequalities in Clay Cross 
 

Number of new members of the Active Community Hub & Customer Survey 
(Annually) 
 
Numbers of people using pitches (Football, Bowls, Cricket).  
 
 
Public Health Data (Annually) 
 
Public Health Data (Annually) 
 
Public Health Data (Annually) 
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1.61. In addition to the above, the Town Fund, regeneration focused KPI’s are: 
 
Number of safeguarded FTE jobs                          20 

Number of new community/sports centres               1 

New sustainable commercial floorspace (m2)     4800 (Commercial Use Classes A3, B1, D1, D2) 

Total length of pedestrian paths improved (Miles)           1 
 

The Proposed Investment 
 

1.62. The opportunity to re-develop and expand the physical activity offer in Clay Cross as part of a wider Hub is significant; this approach could result in a 
more relevant offer to the local community which will change life behaviours and facilitate more active lifestyles, because opportunities to be more active 
are focussed around social interaction and a range of other services. This is what the Insight identified - taking part together in an environment where 
people feel supported will encourage them to be more active. 
 

1.63. It is envisaged that the Active Community Hub will be a built facility, with leisure facilities and a café at its heart, as well as the following range of services 
and organisations: 
 
Table 4: Active Community Hub - Proposed Future Facility Mix 

 

Proposed Active Community Hub 

Sports hall 4 court Fitness class / studios Soft Play 

6 lane x 25m pool 2 Multi-purpose rooms Spin Studio 

Learner pool  Café  Full size 3G pitch, floodlit  

100 station fitness suite (subject to demand) Social Areas Outdoor play equipment 

’Changing Places’ toilet/changing and associated 
equipment  

Pop Up Library Citizens Advice NE Derbyshire 

Complementary commercial space Hospital Clinics  Measured mile cycle track 

Pop Up Library Ancillary provision Parking 
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1.64. Based on the Insight feedback, identified priorities for services/programmes and initiatives to be provided at Sharley Park Leisure Centre in the future 
are: 
 
Table 5: Identified priorities for services/programmes and initiatives to be provided at Sharley Park Leisure Centre 

 

Identified Priorities For Services/Programmes/ Initiatives 

Community information point Provision for teenagers 

Health checks Learn something new groups 

Sports physiotherapy clinic Wellness sessions 

Sports injury clinic Start and finish for walking groups 

Weight management Start and finish for bike/cycle rides 

Smoking cessation  Activities for young people 

Access to council services Provision for ageing population 
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2. Economic Case 
 

Introduction 
 

2.1. The purpose of the economic dimension of this business case is to identify the proposal that delivers best public value to society, including wider social 
and environmental effects. 

 

Approach to the Economic Case 
 
2.2. The Economic Case assesses the economic impacts of the Sharley Park Community Hub project and whether value for money for the public sector is 

optimised. This involves developing a long-list of options, with the options qualitatively compared to identify a shortlist. A quantitative comparison of the 
shortlisted options and the Reference Case is then set out to identify the preferred option. Sensitivity analysis follows to test the quantitative findings of 
the preferred option.  

 
2.3. The assessment of economic benefits has been undertaken in full compliance with the latest HM Treasury Green Book (2020) and relevant Departmental 

guidance published by the former Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG, now Department for Levelling Up, Housing and 
Communities (DLUHC)). There are a number of over-arching assumptions which apply to the value for money assessment (unless otherwise stated): 

 

 all short-listed options have been appraised over a 30-year period, which reflects a conservative view about the life of the asset.  The 
assessment period for each specific benefit varies in line with the evidence base and guidance. For example, the wellbeing benefits of 
participating in sporting activity are assessed over a 10 year period; 
 

 where Present Value figures are presented, cost and values have been discounted at 3.5%; 
 

 all monetised costs and benefits have been converted to 2021/22 prices, with general inflation excluded; 
 

 the costs and benefits of the intervention options are presented in net terms and relative to the reference case. Adjustments have also 
been made for leakage, displacement and multiplier effects where appropriate (as detailed below); and 
 

 optimism bias has been calculated for each short-listed option using HM Treasury methodology and included in the value for money 
analysis. 
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Approach adopted 
 

2.4. The framework for assessing the economic benefits of the Sharley Park Community Hub has been developed having regard to the HM Treasury Green 
Book, DLUHC and DCMS / Sport England guidance.  As set out within the DCLG Appraisal Guide, projects should be appraised on the basis of a benefit 
cost ratio (BCR) reflecting the private benefit associated with the change in land use (land value uplift) and the external benefits (and costs) of the 
scheme, compared to the net public sector cost. Table 6 sets out a summary from the DCLG Appraisal Guide of the potential benefits and costs that 
inform the assessment of the BCR. 
 
Table 6: Description of the benefits and costs identified within the DCLG Appraisal guide* 

 
 Consumer and business impacts External impacts and public sector finance impacts 

Present value benefits (numerator) Private benefits e.g. land value uplift 
[Private sector costs if not captured in land value] 
Public sector grant or loan if not captured in land value 
[Public sector loan repayments if not captured in land value] 
Distributional benefits 
 

External benefits 
[External costs] 

Present value cost (denominator) 
 

Public sector grant and/or loan 
[Other public sector loan repayments] 
Other public sector costs 
[Other public sector revenues]  
 

 
* The benefits and costs in brackets are negative values  

 
2.5. The calculation of costs and benefits has accounted for the latest recommendations from DLUHC in relation to the Towns Fund, as well as other recent 

publications for regeneration projects. Reflecting the diverse nature of the expected impacts of the development, as well as the existing conditions within 
Clay Cross, a wide range of external benefits have been assessed in accordance with guidance as set out in the Economic Benefits section below. 
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Shortlisting of Options  
 

2.6. A range of alternative options for providing leisure facilities for the people of Clay Cross were considered. The identification of long-list options was driven 
by Strategic Options Framework Filter process in the HM Treasury Green Book1, accounting for: scope, solution, delivery, implementation, and funding.   
 

2.7. The initial review and longlisting of options was based on the agreed objectives for the project including: 
 

 Reducing health inequalities; 
 

 Increasing physical activity levels; 
 

 Changing lifestyle behaviours; 
 

 Improving life opportunities; 
 

 Transforming and supporting the local community; 
 

 Having a positive impact on quality of life 
 
2.8. Through this process, key variables were identified as follows:  

 

 Create a new facility where residents can undertake physical activity and access health/wellbeing support services under one roof; 
 

 Make better use of the location on the edge of Sharley Park;  
 

 Increase physical activity in the community significantly; 
 

 Reduce the financial burden on the Council and local tax payer;  
 

 Integrate leading edge low carbon technology and make a significant contribution to net zero carbon objectives 
 

                                                           
1 HM Treasury, (2020); The Green Book – Central Government Guidance on Appraisal and Evaluation 
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2.9. Based on this, a variety of potential options were scoped. This optioneering process enabled the following longlist of intervention options to be scoped, 
alongside identifying a Reference Case position.  

 
1. Continue to operate the existing leisure centre in its current form – this would see the existing £338,000 annual subsidy rise rapidly as the 

quality of the facility deteriorates, leading to lower user numbers.  Significant refurbishment will be required within the next five years, which would 
not be undertaken in this option.  This is therefore considered not to be a realistic option. 
 

2. Close the existing leisure centre and do not replace – this would see the existing leisure centre continue to operate in its current form until 
2025/26, with the level of subsidy required rising from the current £338,000 per annum as usage declines.  Current financial forecasts for NEDDC 
indicate that by 2025/26 due to the Council’s worsening financial position, an increased annual subsidy will be unaffordable, and the leisure centre 
would therefore have to close.  This is considered to be the most realistic ‘do nothing’ option. 
 

3. Do Minimum (refurbish the existing leisure centre) – this would see some level of investment in the current leisure centre which would enable it 
to continue operating beyond 2025/26.  However, with no significant improvements, usage would continue to decline and the required subsidy would 
increase – meaning that this option would be unaffordable. 
 

4. Do Less (rebuild the leisure centre) – this would see the existing leisure centre re-built in a very similar form (i.e. as a traditional leisure centre).  
This would address the current poor quality of the current facility and would attract a higher number of users.  However, the level of usage would not 
be high enough to completely remove the need for on-going revenue support for the re-built leisure centre.   
 

5. Community Hub Option (NB – this is the option described as ‘option 2’ in the Strategic Case) – in this option, the existing leisure centre would 
be demolished and replaced with a Community Hub incorporating both a new leisure centre and a range of other community services, including 
flexible space, an advice centre and health clinic.  Combining services in this way will lead to greater usage of the leisure facilities, increasing 
revenues and a net operating surplus.  Although the financial model indicates a gross annual financial loss once equipment leasing and capital 
repayment costs are taken into account, this is expected to reduce each year.  The estimated on-going revenue cost is £2.1m over ten years2. 
 

6. Enhanced Community Hub (with TAG Active facility) (NB – this is the option described as ‘option 1’ in the Strategic Case) – this is the same 
as option 5, but with the addition of a TAG Active facility, which responds to the feedback from young people during the consultation.  Inclusion of 
the TAG Active facility has a positive impact on both throughput and revenue generation, but adds £1.1m to the capital cost of the Hub. 
 

7. Low carbon Community Hub (incorporating low carbon technologies to reduce emissions from the new Hub) – this would be the same as option 
5, but with £1.0m of investment in a range of low carbon technologies, which will lead to a reduction in carbon emissions associated with the Hub 
compared to options 5 and 6. 

                                                           
2 Once business rates are excluded from the economic costs (as they represent a transfer payment), in economic terms there is no on-going revenue requirement. 
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8. Enhanced low carbon Community Hub (with TAG Active facility) – this combines the additional benefits of options 6 and 7, including both a 
TAG Active facility and low carbon technologies to reduce emissions from the new Hub.  Compared to Option 5, this includes an additional £2.1m 
of capital costs. 

 
2.10. For clarity, the position of the Reference Case and alternative options against each variable is set out below. 

 
Table 7: Summary of long-listed options 

 

Variable Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Services under one 
roof 

Not achieved Not achieved Not achieved Not achieved Achieved Achieved Achieved Achieved 

Better use of location Not achieved Not achieved Not achieved Could be 
achieved 

Greater 
integration 
with outdoor 
space 
proposed 

Greater 
integration 
with outdoor 
space 
proposed 

Greater 
integration 
with outdoor 
space 
proposed 

Greater 
integration 
with outdoor 
space 
proposed 

Significant increase in 
physical activity 

Not achieved 
 

Not achieved Not achieved Some uplift 
expected 

Significant 
increase 
expected 

Greatest 
increase 
expected 

Significant 
increase 
expected 

Greatest 
increase 
expected 

Reduce financial 
burden on the Council 

Burden 
continues in 
short to 
medium-term 

Burden ceases 
when centre is 
closed 

Burden 
continues in 
short to 
medium-term 

Burden 
reduced but 
not eliminated 

Burden 
reduced but 
not eliminated 

Burden 
significantly 
reduced  

Burden 
reduced but 
not eliminated 

Burden 
significantly 
reduced 

Contribute to net zero No reduction in 
emissions 

Reduction in 
emissions as 
centre closes 

No reduction in 
emissions  

Some 
reduction in 
emissions  

Some 
reduction in 
emissions  

Some 
reduction in 
emissions  

Significant 
reduction in 
emissions 

Significant 
reduction in 
emissions 

 
2.11. The full assessment of long-listed options has been based on their ability to meet a range of Critical Success Factors (CSFs) identified in the HM Treasury 

Green Book, as follows: 
 

 Fit with aims and objectives – consideration of the extent to which options achieve the project specific objectives and provide holistic fit/synergy 
with the policy objectives identified in the Strategic Case. 
 

 Meets needs and demands – consideration of the extent to which options address existing/future challenges and align with opportunities in the 
local and regional area. 
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 Benefits maximisation – an assessment of how the options maximise outputs, outcome and benefits.  
 

 Potential value for Money – an assessment of the potential Value for Money of the option. 
 

 Affordability – an initial assessment of the relative cost of the options and whether they could be delivered within budget.  
 

 Deliverability – consideration of the extent to which the options are deliverable in terms of stakeholders, suppliers, dependencies and risk (including 
planning), timescales and organisation’s experience.  

 
2.12. Options that fail to meet a CSF are rejected at this stage and not taken forward to the shortlist, in line with Government guidance. Additionally, options 

that did not score favourably across the appraisal were ruled out from selection. The results of the long list assessment are displayed in the table below.  
 
Table 8: Summary of shortlisting of options 

 

Option 
Fit with aims & 
objectives 

Meets needs & demands Potential VfM Affordability Deliverability Conclusion 

1. Tolerate the risk – Business as usual      Ruled out 

2. Terminate the risk - Closure      Reference Case 

3. Refurbish      Ruled out 

4. Rebuild      Shortlisted 

5. Community Hub      Shortlisted 

6. Community Hub with TAG Active      Shortlisted 

7. Low Carbon Community Hub       Shortlisted 

8. Low Carbon Community Hub with 
TAG Active 

     
Shortlisted 

 
2.13. Following the analysis of long-listed options against the CSFs, five intervention options have been short-listed for more detailed assessment and 

consideration, in addition to the reference case: 
 

 Option 2: Do Nothing – existing centre closes and is not replaced (Reference Case) 
 

 Option 4: Re-build a new leisure centre 
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 Option 5: Build a new Community Hub 
 

 Option 6: Build an enhanced Community Hub with TAG Active 
 

 Option 7: Build Low Carbon Community Hub  
 

 Option 8: Build a Low Carbon Community Hub with TAG Active 
 

2.14. Options 5 and 6 provide a holistic, coherent solution to meet all the public sector objectives in an achievable approach, with Option 6 including an 
additional facility targeted at young people (funded through increased borrowing). The Do-Nothing option (Option 2) is short-listed as the Reference 
Case.  Option 4 has also been shortlisted as the ‘do less’ alternative as it does not fail any of the CSFs, although it is considered less favourable in 
multiple categories than Option 5.  Option 7 would deliver a Community Hub with an improved contribution to low carbon objectives, but at a greater cost 
(it is assumed that the additional investment required to deliver the low carbon technologies would be met through grant funding).  Option 8 would deliver 
both the low carbon technologies and the TAG Active facility, at a higher up-front cost.   
 

Economic costs 
 
2.15. The financial costs of the intervention options are as set out in the Strategic Case, and are based on F&G cost consultancy work (February 2021), and 

have informed the RIBA Stage 2 work.  A breakdown of the capital costs for Option 5, the Community Hub option, is set out in the Strategic Case.  These 
costs are to be met through £8m of public sector grant funding (£6.0m Towns Fund, £1.5m Sport England and £0.5m Football Foundation), plus NEDDC 
borrowing.   
 

2.16. Under Option 6, additional costs of £750,000 for the TAG Active space and £350,000 for equipment are assumed to be met through higher levels of 
borrowing by NEDDC.  Option 7 costs are the same as option 5, with the addition of £1.0m for low carbon technologies (which is assumed to be funded 
through additional grant funding).  Option 8 combines these options with both additional grant funding and additional borrowing.  The costs for Option 4 
(a standard leisure centre) are based on the Community Hub costs, with the non-leisure centre elements removed, again assuming £8.0m of public 
sector grant funding.  Option 2 assumes an increasing level of subsidy is provided to support the existing facility until 2024/25, at which point it would 
close, with demolition costs incurred in 2025/26. 

 
Table 9: Summary financial costs by funding source 

 

 Total capital / revenue Grant Borrowing 

Option 2 1.6 - - 

Option 4 19.1 8.0 11.1 
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 Total capital / revenue Grant Borrowing 

Option 5 21.8 8.0 13.8 

Option 6 22.9 8.0 14.9 

Option 7 22.8 9.0 13.8 

Option 8 23.9 9.0 14.9 

 
NB – under option 2, the on-going costs are assumed to be met by NEDDC 

 
2.17. The revenue model and income forecasts prepared by Strategic Leisure Ltd for the Community Hub indicate that the costs of borrowing can be met 

through the income which the new facility will generate.  The forecasts draw on Strategic Leisure Ltd’s extensive experience of leisure centres and 
community sports facilities and are therefore assumed to be robust.  However, given that the income which will be generated through the re-developed 
leisure centre / Community Hub cannot be guaranteed, a prudent approach has been adopted in the economic case.  We have therefore modelled 
economic costs both including the borrowing element (grant, borrowing and revenue costs) and assuming the borrowing will be re-paid in full through 
the income streams (grant and revenue costs only).  BCR estimates are provided using each cost base. 
 

2.18. The capital costs have been profiled by NEDDC, informed by a recent new build leisure centre development, with the percentage spend by month applied 
to the Sharley Park cost forecast. 
 

2.19. Nominal financial costs have been converted to economic costs in line with the Green Book approach.  Transfer payments (taxes and subsidies – in this 
case the budget line for business rates) have been removed from the analysis3 in line with guidance.   A 2% constant price adjustment has been used 

to convert estimates of future costs to constant (2021/22) prices. 
 

2.20. The constant price costs have been adjusted to present value costs by applying the Treasury’s Social Time Preference discount rate of 3.5% per annum. 
Public capital expenditure within the programme is expected to run until 2024/25, in line with the Towns Fund guidance.   
 

2.21. Within the Economic Case, we have presented the net present marginal costs of the alternative options in order to align with guidance, whereby the 
Reference Case costs have been subtracted from the calculated project costs.  The economic costs in the Reference Case are estimated at £1.5m, 
which takes into account the subsidy required to maintain the existing leisure centre to 2025/26 plus demolition costs.    
 
 
 
 

                                                           
3 As the estimated business rates payment exceeds the annual subsidy requirement, this results in there being no on-going economic cost under options 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
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2.22. Table 10 shows the estimated undiscounted and discounted gross public sector costs (including both the grant and borrowing elements) of each option. 
 
Table 10: Summary gross public sector economic costs (including grant, borrowing and revenue costs) (£m)  

 

 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25  2025/26 Future Total Net present cost 

Option 2 0.331 0.433 0.471 0.323 0.000 1.558 1.431 

Option 4 1.449 11.243 6.394 0.055 0.406 19.547 18.016 

Option 5 1.603 12.828 7.316 0.026 0.021 21.794 20.164 

Option 6 1.612 12.828 8.265 0.000 0.000 22.706 20.988 

Option 7 1.612 13.309 7.787 0.026 0.011 22.746 21.038 

Option 8 1.612 13.309 8.736 0.000 0.000 23.658 21.862 

 
NB – may not sum exactly due to rounding 

 
2.23. The financial models produced for the Community Hub indicate that the costs of borrowing can be met through the income which the new facility will 

generate.  Table 11 therefore presents the capital grant and revenue costs of each option, with the borrowing element removed. 
 
Table 11: Summary public sector economic costs, grant and revenue costs only (excluding borrowing) (£m)  

 

 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25  2025/26 Future Total Net present cost 

Option 2 0.331 0.433 0.471 0.323 0.000 1.558 1.431 

Option 4 0.800 4.970 2.744 0.055 0.406 8.976 8.241 

Option 5 0.800 4.970 2.744 0.026 0.011 8.551 7.919 

Option 6 0.778 4.752 2.891 0.000 0.000 8.421 7.796 

Option 7 0.836 5.503 3.130 0.026 0.011 9.505 8.799 

Option 8 0.859 5.537 2.986 0.000 0.000 9.382 8.767 
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Economic costs including optimism bias 
 

2.24. Optimism bias is the proven tendency for appraisers to be optimistically biased about key project parameters, including capital costs and operating costs 
and project duration.  
 

2.25. The economic costs for each intervention include an allowance for Optimism Bias.  This has been estimated using an Optimism Bias Mitigation Model 
based on the Supplementary Green Book Guidance produced by Mott MacDonald, with all project costs assumed to fall into the ‘standard building 
project’ category.  A summary of the most significant mitigations made is included in the table below.  
 
Table 12: Optimism Bias by type of intervention 

 

Intervention Type 
Upper 
Bound OB 

Mitigated 
OB 

Comments 

Entire 
project 

Standard 
building 
project 

24% 20% Key mitigations include reducing the risk of project through the  experience within the Council of 
undertaking major capital projects and procuring and managing appropriately skilled contractors; the 
experience embodied within the business case, project management team and level of project 
intelligence captured to date. 
 

 
2.26. The discounted net present public sector cost including Optimism Bias for each option (including the Reference Case) is set out below – firstly for public 

sector costs including borrowing (table 13), and then with borrowing excluded (table 14)  
 

2.27. Each table takes into account the income which would arise in each option, partially offsetting the public sector costs – in Option 2, this reflects a capital 
receipt assuming that the cleared site is sold for housing development, based on local values of £200,000 per acre4; in Options 5, 6, 7 and 8, this 

represents the income generated by the greater usage of the improved leisure services over a ten year period (with transfer payments i.e. business rates 
having been excluded from the economic costs). 
 

2.28. The marginal costs are the costs of delivering the intervention, over and above the costs that would have occurred without the project (Reference Case). 
Therefore, for this calculation, the net costs in the Reference Case have been subtracted from the costs in the alternative options. This method aligns 
with our value for money assessment and government guidance. 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
4 This would be subject to planning and represents a ‘best case’ scenario 
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Table 13: Summary public sector economic costs (grant, borrowing and revenue costs) including OB, and marginal costs (£m) 

 

 Option 2 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Gross public sector cost (inc. borrowing) 1.431 18.016 20.164 20.988 21.038 21.862 

Optimism Bias 0.286 3.603 4.033 4.198 4.208 4.372 

Gross public sector cost including OB 1.717 21.619 24.197 25.186 25.248 26.234 

Income (10 years) 0.168 0.000 0.175 0.671 0.175 0.671 

Net public sector cost including OB 1.548 21.619 24.021 24.515 25.070 25.563 

Net marginal public sector cost, over and above Reference Case - 20.071 22.473 22.966 23.521 24.014 

 
Table 14: Summary public sector economic costs excluding borrowing, including OB, and marginal costs (£m) 

 

 Option 2 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Gross public sector cost (exc. borrowing) 1.431 8.241 7.919 7.796 8.799 8.767 

Optimism Bias 0.286 1.648 1.584 1.559 1.760 1.753 

Gross public sector cost including OB 1.717 9.889 9.503 9.355 10.559 10.521 

Income (10 years) 0.168 - 0.175 0.671 0.175 0.671 

Net public sector cost including OB 1.548 9.889 9.328 8.683 10.383 9.850 

Net marginal public sector cost, over and above Reference Case - 8.341 7.779 7.135 8.835 8.301 

 

Economic Benefits 
 

Project outputs 
 

2.29. The outputs which will be achieved in each intervention option are shown in table 15.  Option 6 will see the highest ‘throughput’, with the number of users 
of the Community Hub expected to increase each year from opening until a maximum point is reached after five years (2028/29).  Option 8 creates the 
highest number of construction jobs, reflecting the increased investment in low carbon construction combined with additional spending on the TAG Active 
facility.  Options 5, 6, 7 and 8 all have the same number of permanent FTEs. 
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Table 15: Summary project outputs 

 
 Option 2 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Total leisure centre throughput (by Yr5)  0 520,600 732,400 769,700 732,400 769,700 

Construction employment (job years) 0 184 211 221 220 231 

Permanent employment (FTEs): 

Leisure Centre 0 27.5 39.3 39.3 39.3 39.3 

Other (Clinic / Council / Citizens Advice) 0 - 18 18 18 18 

 

Additionality 
 

2.30. Of key importance in assessing the impact of the proposals is the extent to which new activity is truly additional, and does not simply displace existing 
activity. This is affected by the following factors: 
 

 Leakage – the proportion of outputs that benefit those outside of the project’s target area or group; 
 

 Displacement – the proportion of project outputs accounted for by reduced outputs elsewhere in the target area. Displacement may occur in both 
the factor and product markets;  
 

 Multiplier effects – further economic activity associated with additional local income and local supplier purchases; and  
 

 Deadweight – outputs which would have occurred without the project (the Reference Case).  
 

2.31. The approach to assessing the net additional impact of a project, accounting for the above adjustments, is shown diagrammatically below.  In terms of 
the cost benefit analysis, the national level has been considered in line with guidance, and a ‘medium’ level of additionality has been assumed (50%) 
unless otherwise stated, representing a cautious approach to assessing net benefits.  
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Project outcomes and impacts 
 

2.32. Key economic outcomes and impacts considered in the economic benefits assessment include: 
 

 Land value uplift: Analysis of changes in land values which reflect the economic efficiency benefits of converting land into a more productive use.  
As no change in use is proposed, no uplift is expected.   
 

 Wider social and economic benefits: The project will provide a series of wider social and economic benefits arising from the increased physical 
activity which it will encourage, and the co-location of community services in a newly-built Hub:  
 Reductions in costs associated with Crime / Anti-Social Behaviour: greater use of the Centre and a better designed building will reduce 

levels of ASB in the area.  The cost savings are estimated in line with guidance issued by the former MHCLG. 
 Labour market supply:  Benefits associated with job creation and reduction in barriers to employment for local workers through the creation of 

jobs at re-developed leisure centre / Community Hub.  The reduced barriers to entry will generate local economic benefits for the area, as 
calculated through labour supply benefits in line guidance issued by the former MHCLG.  
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 Residents into employment: Wellbeing benefits associated with residents not currently in employment moving into the new jobs created.  
 Wellbeing from participating in physical activity: Based on research undertaken for DCMS which demonstrates the welfare benefits of being 

physically active. 
 Health savings from participating in physical activity: Drawing on evidence from Sport England’s model of economic benefits from regular 

participation in exercise. 
 Wellbeing benefits from being able to access advice and support locally: Using evidence from the Social Value Toolkit of the benefits of 

providing locally based advice and services. 
 Carbon savings: potentially arising from investment in low carbon technologies as part of the Community Hub, including Air source Heat pumps 

and Solar PV panels5.   
 

 Distributional analysis – as outlined in the Green Book and MHCLG Appraisal Guidance, in order to accurately quantify the benefits of investment 
there is a need to take account of the differing marginal utility of income in different parts of the country. This analysis has been considered as part 
of the adjusted BCR. 

 
2.33. In absence of the public sector intervention, the existing leisure centre would continue to operate in the short-term.  However, with no investment, the 

facility would continue to deteriorate, the number of users would continue to fall and the subsidy required to keep it open would become unaffordable.  It 
has therefore been assumed that the Centre would close in the reference case, by 2025.  All the benefits presented in the tables below are net of the 
reference case position.    
 

Cost savings associated with lower crime / ASB 
 

2.34. As noted in the Strategic Case, the area around the existing leisure centre suffers from high levels of anti-social behaviour (ASB).  Over 400 crimes were 
recorded in the local neighbourhood in the year to November 2021, and over 140 of these were ASB.  The re-development of the leisure centre is 
expected to lead to a reduction in the level of ASB within the area as a result of: 
 

 improved design of the building and surrounding area, incorporating Secure by Design principles, including enhanced lighting;  
 

 greater footfall, resulting in increased natural surveillance; and 
 

 an improved offer for young people which will increase take-up of opportunities within the Hub and reduce anti-social activity. 
 

                                                           
5 As the carbon savings methodology may not capture all the benefits associated with  reduced carbon emissions (e.g. air quality improvements), environmental benefits are also included in the assessment of wider 
economic benefits. 
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2.35. The cost savings from reduced levels of ASB have been estimated as follows.  Information on current levels of ASB in the area is taken from the 
data.police.uk website.  A multiplier has been applied, to reflect the fact that not all crime is reported to or recorded by the police. The multipliers are 
sourced from Home Office research6.  The estimated costs to society of each incident of ASB are taken from the same Home Office Research Report 
and have been updated to 2021 prices. 
 

2.36. It has been estimated that the Community Hub re-development will lead to a 50% fall in the number of incidents of ASB.  This would equate to c. 70 
fewer recorded offences each year in the area.  Adopting a prudent approach, we have modelled displacement rates of 50% (i.e. it has been assumed 
that some of the ASB will still occur, but in other parts of the town).  This is assumed to apply to all four ‘Community Hub options’ (5, 6, 7 and 8), which 
will all provide a similar leisure offer.  A smaller fall is expected under the ‘re-build’ option (Option 4), given the lower footfall that would be generated. 
 

2.37. The annual cost saving net of displacement has been estimated and applied over a ten-year period. The potential benefits for each option are shown in 
Table 16 below:   
 
Table 16: Crime cost savings 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Present value (Cumulative, £000) £138 £276 £276 £276 £276 

 

Labour supply 
 

2.38. The re-development of the existing leisure centre will have benefits associated with job creation (as shown in Table 16) and reduction in barriers to 
employment for local workers, compared to the reference case.  
 

2.39. A local GVA per worker figure of £48,891 has been applied to the jobs taken up by new entrants, based on ONS Sub-regional productivity data for East 
Derbyshire.  In line with the nature of the jobs created, labour market availability and WebTAG guidance3 , it is assumed 10% of jobs created will be 
occupied by new entrants (reflecting the creation of entry level and customer services roles) and there will be a 40% welfare impact for these jobs. The 
GVA benefits which arise from an increased labour supply are assessed over a ten-year period, based on the recommended MHCLG methodology.  
 

  

                                                           
6  ‘The economic and social costs of crime’, Second Edition, July 2018, Research Report 99, Home Office  
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2.40. Table 17 sets out the estimated benefits arising from this labour supply effect. 
 
Table 17: Labour supply 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Present value (Cumulative, £000) £425 £854 £854 £854 £854 

 

Residents into employment wellbeing benefits 
 

2.41. Benefits experienced by residents not currently in work who move into jobs created through the project have been estimated based on research by 
HACT and Simetrica7 – a one-off value of £11,180 has been applied. The estimate takes account of the proportion of net jobs likely to be taken up by 
those not currently in work. The forecast additional employment impacts are as follows:  
 

 for the Community Hub options, the benefit is based on 57 FTEs, of which 24 are assumed to be new (42%), and with 35% assumed to be 
taken up by people not currently in employment.  
 

 for the Re-Build option, the figure is based on 27 new jobs created at the leisure centre, assuming that 50% are additional and 35% are 
taken up by people not currently in employment.  

 
2.42. Table 18 sets out the estimated wellbeing impact of residents moving into employment 
 

Table 18: Residents into employment wellbeing benefits 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Present value (Cumulative, £000) £25 £42 £42 £42 £42 

 
  

                                                           
7  HACT (2014), Measuring the Social Impact of Community Investment: A Guide to using the Wellbeing Valuation Approach 
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Wellbeing from participating in sport 
 

2.43. Research undertaken on behalf of DCMS by Fujiwara, Kudrna and Dolan (2014) in the paper ‘Quantifying and Valuing the Wellbeing Impacts of Culture 
and Sport’8 has quantified the social wellbeing experienced by people who participate in a range of sporting activities. The paper uses a compensating 
surplus approach.   
 

2.44. The estimated value per sports activity has been converted to 2021 prices and applied to the forecast throughput figures for the Community Hub, 
considering how this will build over a 5-year period. In Year 5, the forecast number of people using the sports facilities at the Community Hub is 694,600 
under Options 5 and 7 (excluding the function room and soft play area, where users are not expected to be taking part in sporting activities), and 699,000 
under Options 6 and 8 (with the addition of the TAG Active facility), with a smaller number under the ‘Re-build’ option. A wellbeing value of £12.25 per 
visit has been attributed to these forecast user numbers, with an additionality rate of 50% applied. The resultant benefit is shown in Table 19. 
 
Table 19: Wellbeing benefits from participating in sport 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Present value (Cumulative, £000) £21,685 £30,399 £32,031 £30,399 £32,031 

 

Health benefits (cost savings and other health benefits) 
 

2.45. The health benefits associated with activities at the new Community Hub and active outdoor environment have been estimated using Sport England’s 
economic value of sport local model9.  This model was developed by Cambridge Econometrics and SQW and uses national and published local data to 
provide an indicative annual value for a range of different elements of the sports economy. These values are presented in terms of Gross Value Added 
(GVA) and employment at the local authority, County Sports Partnership and Local Enterprise Partnership Levels. The model includes the same elements 
as the national study on the Economic Value of Sport (commissioned by Sport England in 2013) but also adds a value for the wider expenditure made 
by spectators and participants attending matches and events. The health savings and benefits experienced by those who regularly participate in sport 
are also calculated within the model, and are based on DCMS research. 
 

2.46. A lifetime benefit is included for the number of people assumed to participate in sport at least once per week once the new Community Hub is constructed. 
It is expected that under Options 5 and 7 there will be c.4,600 users at the PAH per annum who at a minimum will meet this ‘once a week’ criteria (and 
therefore achieve health benefits), including regular users of the swimming pool, health and fitness facilities, sports hall and 3G pitch. The number will 
be slightly higher under Options 6 and 8, given the TAG Active facility.  A 50% additionality factor has been applied.   

                                                           
8 Included in DCMS’ Culture and Heritage Capital Evidence Bank 
9 Sport England (July 2014) Economic Value of Sport – Local Model 
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Table 20: Health benefits  

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Present value (Cumulative, £000) £11,489 £16,518 £16,767 £16,518 £16,767 

 

Wellbeing benefits from the availability of local advice 
 

2.47. Green Book guidance highlights the importance of taking welfare, or wellbeing, into account in policy-making.  Research undertaken by HACT has 
identified the monetary value of the wellbeing effect associated with being able to access advice locally.  The value is taken from HACT’s Social Value 
Bank10.  Information from Citizens Advice indicates that they would expect to see a 10% uplift on the 780 people they provided with support in 2019/20, 
once the Community Hub is established.  We have therefore assumed 860 people will be supported each year, and applied an additionality adjustment 
of 90% (i.e. 10% uplift). The wellbeing benefits over a ten year period have been included. 

 
Table 21: Wellbeing benefits from the availability of local advice 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Present value (Cumulative, £000) £0 £1,320 £1,320 £1,320 £1,320 

 

Carbon Savings 
 
2.48. Notwithstanding the carbon cost of the construction work, the annual CO2 consumption of the facility will be greatly reduced in comparison to the current 

operation.  Options 7 and 8 would see additional investment in low carbon technologies, to reduce carbon emissions from the new Community Hub 
building, e.g. air source heat pumps, solar panels, battery storage etc, whilst the re-build of the leisure centre / Community Hub to higher building 
standards than the current building under Options 4, 5 and 6 would also bring carbon savings in comparison to the current levels of emissions. 
 

2.49. No detailed modelling work has yet been undertaken to assess the exact carbon savings which could be expected and, given the current volatility in the 
energy market, no estimate has yet been made of the potential financial savings arising from lower energy consumption11.   

 
 
 

                                                           
10 Calculating your social value | HACT 
11 To reflect this, the Sensitivity testing has included testing scenarios where no low carbon benefits are included in the BCR, and where investment in low carbon technologies leads to reduced energy costs – see 
section 1.10.2 

https://www.hact.org.uk/calculating-your-social-value
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2.50. The indicative figures below have therefore been estimated in the following way: 
 

 The existing Display Energy Certificate (DEC) for Sharley Park has been reviewed and shows that current emissions are 776 tonnes pa 
(November 2019), equivalent to 0.22 tonnes per m2 of useful floor area (3,601m2) per annum. 
 

 The DEC for the 2016-built Queens Park Sports Centre in Chesterfield shows 555 tonnes of CO2 emissions per annum, equivalent to 0.11 
tonne per m2 of useful floor area (5,129m2). 
 

 It has been assumed that under the re-build options (4, 5 and 6) an equivalent level of emissions could be achieved at Sharley Park.  This 
would imply 558 tonnes of emissions pa under Options 5 and 6 (5,153m2) and 445 tonnes pa under Option 4 (4,108m2).  The carbon 
emissions reduction  would therefore be 218 tonnes pa under Options 5 and 6, and 331 tonnes pa under Option 4.  
 

 Under Options 7 and 8, greater investment would be made in low carbon technologies, including a low carbon heating system.  The 
potential carbon savings in this Option have been estimated based on the reductions seen at Eckington leisure centre, where an 
investment of £1m led to a 66% reduction in carbon emissions.  Applying this to the current Sharley Park emissions would result in a 
reduction of 512 tonnes of CO2 per annum. 

 
2.51. The value of the carbon saving has been estimated having regard to short-term traded carbon values, informed by the Valuation of energy use and 

greenhouse gas. Supplementary guidance to the HM Treasury Green Book on Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government.  Further allowance has 
been made for additionality at 75%, allowing for some implementation of energy saving measures arising from activity displaced by the proposed scheme.  
Benefits are assumed to persist for 25 years, and have been converted to present values.  

 
Table 22: Carbon Savings 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Present value (Cumulative, £000) £414 £273 £273 £640 £640 

 

Distributional analysis 
 
2.52. One of the key justifications for the Towns Fund is to help level up the country, seeking to help rebalance activity from London and the South East to 

deteriorating town centres that have fallen behind. The Clay Cross Towns Fund programme has a clear focus on redistributing growth and levelling up, 
and this is a key driver for the Community Hub project.  This effect should therefore be included in the analysis. The Towns Fund guidance indicates 
distributional analysis can be used to present the economic value of this effect.  
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2.53. Consequently, local authority level distributional weights have been applied to the benefits. The approach used to calculate these is that set out in the 
HM Treasury Green Book, based on equivalised disposable household income and welfare weights (the estimate of the marginal utility of income). In 
the case of North East Derbyshire, a distributional weight After Housing Costs of 1.1 has been applied. 
 

2.54. The distributional benefits associated with each option are presented in Table 23.  
 
Table 23: Distributional analysis 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Present value (Cumulative, £000) £3,448 £4,968 £5,156 £5,005 £5,193 

 

Non-quantified benefits 
 
2.55. Building upon the analysis of quantifiable effects, consideration of the wider economic, social, and environmental benefits associated with each option 

has been undertaken. The following benefits have been considered as part of the contribution to local growth and development:  
 

 Regeneration – the proposals will contribute to the transformational regeneration of Clay Cross as part of the Town Deal programme, 
creating confidence in its future and encouraging private sector investment.  
 

 Image – the proposals will enhance the image of Clay Cross and help to change perceptions of the town through the development of a 
new, high quality public building and the creation of new ways of delivering services to residents.  
 

 Engagement with the natural environment – the proposals will result in a Community Hub building which takes advantage of its location 
alongside Sharley Park, and encourages people to be active both within the building and outside it, encouraging engagement with the 
natural environment which is known to reduce stress and improved wellbeing. 
 

 Greater engagement with health services – the Community Hub will include a clinic offering outreach health services addressing key local 
priorities.  The scale and focus of this facility has not yet been confirmed, and therefore no attempt has been made to quantify the benefits 
at this stage.  However, evidence from other places where health services have been located in places with high levels of footfall (e.g. 
shopping centres) has shown that it can increase the number of people coming forward for screening services and health checks, leading 
to early detection of potential problems. 
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 Wider environmental benefits – although a monetised estimate of the value of carbon savings is included in the benefits assessment, re-
development of the existing leisure centre will have wider environmental benefits including reductions in other emissions and 
improvements in air quality, which are not captured in the monetifed benefit. 

 
2.56. A score out of ten is allocated to each option, based on the contribution it will make to each non-quantified benefit.   

 
Table 24: Non-quantified benefits  

 

Criterion Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

1 Regeneration 6 8 8 8 8 

2 Image 6 8 8 8 8 

3 Engagement w/ natural environment 8 8 8 8 8 

4 Engagement with health services 0 8 8 8 8 

5 Wider environmental benefits 6 6 6 8 8 

Overall score 26 38 38 40 40 

Percentage score 52% 76% 76% 80% 80% 

 

Summary of assessed benefits  
 

2.57. Table 25 presents the summary of assessed benefits. 
 
Table 25: Summary of assessed benefits (net of reference case) 

 

Monetised Benefit (PV, £000) Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Crime cost savings £138 £276 £276 £276 £276 

Labour supply benefits  £425 £854 £854 £854 £854 

Residents into employment benefits  £25 £42 £42 £42 £42 

Wellbeing from sports participation  £21,685 £30,399 £32,031 £30,399 £32,031 

Health benefits  £11,489 £16,518 £16,767 £16,518 £16,767 

Wellbeing from local advice  £0 £1,320 £1,320 £1,320 £1,320 
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Monetised Benefit (PV, £000) Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Crime cost savings £138 £276 £276 £276 £276 

Carbon savings  £414 £273 £273 £640 £640 

Distributional benefits £3,448 £4,968 £5,156 £5,005 £5,193 

Wider benefits percentage score 52% 76% 76% 80% 80% 

 

Value for money assessment 
 

Appraisal summary 
 
2.58. The key results of the Economic Case based on quantified benefits are summarised in the Appraisal Summary Table (Table 26).  As can be seen below, 

when the full capital costs of the re-developed Community Hub are considered (including borrowing) Options 5, 6 and 8 all have an initial BCR of 2.2:1, 
and option 7 has an initial BCR of 2.1:1.  These figures demonstrate that Options 5, 6, 7 and 8 all  represent ‘high’ value for money, with Option 6 having 
a slightly higher Net Present Social Value.    
 
Table 26: Appraisal Summary Table (£m) – including borrowing  

 

£m Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

[A] PV initial benefits  34.485 49.681 51.563 50.049 51.931 

[B] PV adjusted benefits  3.448 4.968 5.156 5.005 5.193 

[C] PV net marginal public sector costs  20.071 22.473 22.966 23.521 24.014 

[D] PV Towns Fund-only costs  6.921 6.921 6.921 6.921 6.921 

[E] PV project costs 20.071 22.473 22.966 23.521 24.014 

NPSV [A-C] 17.863 32.176 33.753 31.532 31.561 

Initial BCR (xx:1) [A/C] 1.7:1 2.2:1 2.2:1 2.1:1 2.2:1 

Adjusted BCR (xx:1) [A+B/C] 1.8:1 2.4:1 2.5:1 2.2:1 2.4:1 
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2.59. Table 27 presents the same information but uses the costs net of borrowing (i.e. assuming all borrowing is repaid using the income generated by the 
new facility). This reduces the net public sector costs considerably.  Using this approach, all options deliver very high value for money.  Option 6 has the 
highest initial BCR (7.2:1), Option 5 is the next highest (6.4:1), Option 8 marginally lower at 6.3:1, Option 7 at 5.7:1 and Option 4 the lowest at 4.1:1 
(although still offering very high value for money).  Option 6 has the highest Net Present Social Value.    
 
Table 27: Appraisal Summary Table (£m) – grant and revenue costs only 

 

£m Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

[A] PV initial benefits  34.485 49.681 51.563 50.049 51.931 

[B] PV adjusted benefits  3.448 4.968 5.156 5.005 5.193 

[C] PV net marginal public sector costs  8.341 7.779 7.135 8.835 8.301 

[D] PV Towns Fund-only costs  6.921 6.921 6.921 6.921 6.921 

[E] PV project costs 8.341 7.779 7.135 8.835 8.301 

NPSV [A-C] 29.592 46.870 49.584 46.219 48.822 

Initial BCR (xx:1) [A/C] 4.1:1 6.4:1 7.2:1 5.7:1 6.3:1 

Adjusted BCR (xx:1) [A+B/C] 4.5:1 7.0:1 7.9:1 6.2:1 6.9:1 

 
2.60. The main finding from the Appraisal Summary Tables is that Options 5, 6, 7 and 8 all provide very similar levels of value for money when assessed 

against total capital costs, with Option 6 providing slightly higher value for money when costs net of borrowing are considered.  This finding is assessed 
based on the prudent BCR, NPV (or NPSV), and value for money metrics in line with government guidance. A definition of each of these values is 
provided below:  
 

 Net Present Value: As set out in the Towns Fund Business Case guidance, the Net Present Value (NPV), or Net Present Social Value (NPSV), is 
defined as the present value of the benefits less the present value of the costs. These values are presented in monetary terms discounted to the 
present year. It provides a measure of the overall impact of an option. Based on the full capital costs (including borrowing) Option 6 has a 
NPSV of nearly £34 million, with Option 5 having a very slightly lower NPSV.  Based on grant and revenue costs only, Option 6 has the 
highest NPSV, with Option 8 slightly lower.  
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 BCR: As set out in the Towns Fund Business Case guidance, the Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) is defined as the ratio of the present value of benefits to 
the present value of costs. It provides a measure of the benefits relative to costs. The comparison of BCRs is recommended as preferred method of 
initially ranking options within the Green Book, before considering important unquantifiable benefits, unquantifiable uncertainties, and known risks. 
Within our assessment, in line with Green Book guidance, the prudent BCR (i.e. initial BCR) is calculated through the ratio of present value of initial 
benefits with the present value of marginal public sector costs. When including all capital costs, Options 5, 6 and 8 have an initial BCR of 2.2:1, 
whilst Option 7’s is 2.1:1.  When borrowing is excluded, Option 6 has the highest BCR, followed by Option 8, 5 and 7.  

 

 Value for money metric: Value for money is a balanced judgement based on the BCR over the entire life of a proposal. Standard value for money 
categories have been set out within previous Department for Transport (DfT) guidance. This guidance states that a BCR between 0 and 1 implies 
‘poor’ value for money, between 1 and 1.5 implies ‘low’ value for money, between 1.5 and 2 implies ‘medium’ value for money, between 2 and 4 
implies ‘high’ value for money, and above 4 implies ‘very high’ value for money. The initial BCRs for Options 5, 6, 7 and 8 (including borrowing) 
all represent high value for money.  When borrowing is excluded because of repayment through income, all five intervention options offer 
very high value for money.  

 

Sensitivity  
 
2.61. Sensitivity analysis has been undertaken to test the robustness of the value for money estimates based on the costs including borrowing, and their 

susceptibility to change in any of the key conditions underlying the programme.   
 

2.62. The first form of sensitivity analysis is scenario testing. This approach considers the potential implications of changes to key outputs or costs for the 
delivery of economic benefits and value for money.  The scenarios include some more ‘technical’ changes – for example, adjusting optimism bias or 
other assumptions.  
 

2.63. The following scenarios have been run on the BCRs including borrowing: 
 

 Scenario 1: 20% lower usage of the leisure / community services than anticipated 
 

 Scenario 2: Optimism bias for costs remains at the unmitigated rate of 24%; 
 

 Scenario 3: Costs are increased by 10% to reflect high rates of inflation affecting construction projects 
 

 Scenario 4: No benefits from the reduction in carbon emissions are included in the BCR 
 

 Scenario 5: Investment in low carbon technologies leads to a 20% reduction in utilities costs 
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2.64. Table 1.28 sets out the results from this scenario testing. Options 5, 6, 7 and 8 remain robust to these changes, with initial BCRs at or close to 2.0:1, 
and always above 1.5:1. Excluding the benefits from reductions in carbon emissions has no impact on the BCRs of any of the options, as does including 
assumed costs savings from lower utilities bills under the low carbon options.  The BCRs in this scenario testing represent medium to high value for 
money, demonstrating robustness within the assessment.  

 
Table 28: Scenario testing 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Core scenario 1.7:1 2.2:1 2.2:1 2.1:1 2.2:1 

Scenario test 1 1.4:1 1.8:1 1.8:1 1.7:1 1.8:1 

Scenario test 2 1.7:1 2.1:1 2.2:1 2.1:1 2.1:1 

Scenario test 3 1.6:1 2.0:1 2.0:1 1.9:1 2.0:1 

Scenario test 4 1.7:1 2.2:1 2.2:1 2.1:1 2.1:1 

Scenario test 5 1.7:1 2.2:1 2.2:1 2.1:1 2.2:1 

 

Switching values 
 
2.65. The second form of sensitivity analysis is the switching values method. This approach identifies the point at which the programme moves from offering 

‘acceptable’ value to money (an initial BCR of over 1.0) to ‘poor’ value for money (an initial BCR of under 1.0), as defined in the DCLG Appraisal Guide.  
The switching values for both costs (including borrowing) and benefits are assessed. 

 
2.66. Table 29 presents the results from the switching values analysis. As can be seen, significant changes to either the benefits or the costs must occur for 

Options 5, 6, 7 or 8 to not represent value for money. This analysis has taken place on the initial benefits, not accounting for the distributional analysis.   
 

Table 29: Switching values 

 

 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8 

Percent change in net additional benefits -37% -52% -52% -50% -51% 

Percent change in net costs +60% +107% +110% +100% +103% 
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Economic Case Summary 
 
2.67. From the analysis set out above, Options 5, 6, 7 and 8 have all been identified as offering high value for money when assessed using both the full costs 

including borrowing, and the grant and revenue costs only. They are also robust to sensitivity analysis and perform strongly in the wider benefits analysis.  
All these options would represent good value for money for the public sector.  Given current availability of funding, Option 5 is the preferred option; 
however, if additional resource was to become available Option 6 and Option 8 would offer high value for money and an NPSV in excess of £30m, with 
Option 8 also offering additional greater non-monetised environmental benefits. 
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3. Financial Case 
 

Introduction 
 

3.1. To progress the project, NEDDC has commissioned work to RIBA Stage 2, including commissioned external resources to support development of the 
Towns Fund business case, revise the SOPG report and RIBA Stage 1 plans, and develop its procurement strategy for the project. 
 

3.2. In January 2022, the council committed to finance the capital necessary to develop the Community Activity Hub over and above the £6m allocated to the 
project through the Towns Fund and additional funding support from Sport England and Football Foundation. 
 

3.3. To maintain physical activity levels and memberships throughout the construction period, the existing facilities (other than the Sports Hall) can remain 
open during construction. 
 

3.4. In the Economic Case, option 5 has been selected as the preferred option. There are other options which deliver a greater BCR however, they are not 
deliverable at this stage due to finance available. All business cases for these options have been fully explored in both revenue and capital modelling 
and represent high value for money. Should funding become available to include Tag Active and/or low carbon technologies then these options will be 
pursued to deliver a greater BCR and positive impact in the community. 
 

Headline Revenue Impact 
 

3.5. A summary of the business plan options for the Community Activity Hub is set out below. Full detail of all assumptions, KIPs and indicative programming 
is included in the 10 year revenue model. The business plan has been scrutinised, checked and challenged by NEDDC prior to it being accepted. 
 

3.6. A summary of the business plan options for the Community Activity Hub is set out below. The business plan has been scrutinised, checked and challenged 
by NEDDC prior to it being agreed at the Council’s meeting in January 2022. 
 

3.7. The two options are essentially the same facility mix, but one includes the provision of TAG Active and the other does not. The concept of TAG Active 
directly responds to the feedback from young people about what they would like to see in the new Active Community Hub. It would be an additional 
benefit alongside the new membership options and increased overall provision. 
 

3.8. Inclusion of the TAG Active facility has a positive impact on both throughput and revenue generation; it would contribute to more people, and specifically 
young people becoming more active and engaging with the Hub, and ensure increased operational sustainability. 
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Sharley Park Community Activity Hub 
 
Table 30: Option 1: Facility Mix as below inc. TAG Active 

 

Sharley Park Option 1  Size m2 

Main Swimming Pool 25m x 6 lane pool  

Teaching Pool inc movable floor 13 x 8.5 m  

Fitness Suite 100 stations  

Studios 1 plus Group Cycle  

Sports Hall 4 courts  

Multi-purpose Room 2 60 

Café 100 covers  

3G Pitch 11v11  

TAG Active   

Soft Play   

Citizens Advice Bureau   

Clinic Facilities   

Complimentary Commercial Space   

Capital Cost  22,608,790 

Total GIFA  4,661 
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Table 31: Option 1: Summary 10 year Revenue Model 

 
 Option 1 

 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 
10 Year 
Total 

Average Ten 
Years 

Leisure Activities 1,910,204 2,030,990 2,112,097 2,186,765 2,224,730 2,261,479 2,296,450 2,333,732 2,370,764 2,408,421 22,135,632 2,213,563 

Secondary Spend 267,785 281,205 286,495 291,859 297,298 302,813 308,405 314,075 319,825 325,654 2,995,414 299,541 

             

Total Income 2,177,988 2,312,195 2,398,592 2,478,624 2,522,028 2,564,292 2,604,855 2,647,807 2,690,589 2,734,075 25,131,045 2,513,105 

Staffing 1,062,561 1,084,245 1,111,352 1,138,458 1,165,564 1,192,670 1,219,776 1,246,882 1,273,988 1,301,095 11,796,591 1,179,659 

Premises 522,853 552,767 597,190 621,968 627,103 634,693 642,284 648,401 654,518 660,635 6,162,411 616,241 

Admin and 
Marketing 

17,326 17,680 17,856 18,033 18,210 18,387 18,564 18,740 18,917 19,094 182,807 18,281 

Supplies and 
Services 

127,260 133,259 135,583 137,936 140,319 142,733 145,178 147,654 150,161 152,701 1,412,783 141,278 

Overhead/ Support 
Costs 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

Total Expenditure 1,730,000 1,787,951 1,861,980 1,916,395 1,951,196 1,988,483 2,025,801 2,061,677 2,097,584 2,133,524 19,554,592 1,955,459 

             

Operational 
Surplus(Loss) 

447,989 524,244 536,612 562,229 570,832 575,809 579,054 586,130 593,004 600,551 5,576,453 557,645 

H&F Equipment 
Leasing 

80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 808,909 80,891 

Capital Cost 
Repayment 

613,536 613,536 613,536 613,536 613,536 613,536 613,536 613,536 613,536 613,536 6,135,360 613,536 

Sub Total 694,427 694,427 694,427 694,427 694,427 694,427 694,427 694,427 694,427 694,427 6,944,269 694,427 

Gross Surplus / 
(Loss) 

(246,438) (170,183) (157,815) (132,198) (123,595) (118,618) (115,373) (108,297) (101,423) (93,876) (1,367,816) (136,782) 
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Performance Indicators 
 

Table 32: Option 1: Performance Indicators 

 

 
2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 SENB 

 Operating Recovery Rate  126% 129% 129% 129% 129% 129% 129% 128% 128% 128% 110% 

 Spend per Visit  £3.64 £3.87 £4.01 £3.84 £3.68 £3.54 £3.38 £3.44 £3.50 £3.55 4.35 

 Subsidy/Profit per Visit  -£0.75 -£0.88 -£0.90 -£0.87 -£0.83 -£0.79 -£0.75 -£0.76 -£0.77 -£0.78 -0.29 

 Staffing/Income %  48.8% 46.9% 46.3% 45.9% 46.2% 46.5% 46.8% 47.1% 47.3% 47.6% 57% 

 Staffing/Expenditure %  61.4% 60.6% 59.7% 59.4% 59.7% 60.0% 60.2% 60.5% 60.7% 61.0% N/A 

 Utility cost/m2  36 37 37 38 38 38 39 39 40 40 37 

 Fitness Income per station  6,547 7,700 8,392 9,020 9,276 9,508 9,745 9,989 10,239 10,495 9,692 

 Fitness Members per Station  19 19 19 23 25 27 28 28 28 28 35 

 Swimming Income/m2  955 960 969 979 989 998 1,008 1,017 1,027 1,037 1105 

 Throughput  598,068 598,068 598,068 645,582 685,608 725,279 769,718 769,718 769,718 769,718 N/A 

 
N.B All figures exclude VAT 

 
3.9. It is clear from the above summary that operation of the new Community Activity Hub sees a reducing subsidy requirement to Year 10. At this point the 

facility operation will still require subsidy from NEDDC at approx. £240k per annum, approx. £100k reduction in existing subsidy. 
 

3.10. Sharley Park Community Activity Hub Option 1 revenue model has been developed using the following detail and assumptions:  
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Assumptions 
 

3.11. The assumptions underpinning the 10 year revenue model are: 
 

 

Option 1 Assumptions: 
 

1. Capital cost of £21,858,790 PLUS £750,000 for Tag Active - £22,608,790 
2. NNDR included at £220,000 with (40% income from Sharley Park) - Net figure of £111,864 
3. Finance costs are calculated at £42k/£1m borrowed (PWLB Rates Interest plus MRP) 
4. Assumed capital contribution of £8,000,000 
5. Income figures based on Dronfield Sports Centre 2018/19 actuals with uplift/reduction where appropriate  
6. Swimming lesson prices as current offer 
7. Health and Fitness prices as current offer with small uplift in Y4 
8. Secondary spend cafe based on £0.33 per head - £0.25 national benchmark with increase based on soft play and TAG offer 
9. No initial increase in membership prices until Y4 (2.5%) 
10. Staffing costs based on current Dronfield figures with additional staff where appropriate e.g. cafe 
11. Pension based rate at 6% 
12. Based on 100 stations in fitness suite @ 20 members per station in Y1 
13. The facility will continue to be operated by NEDDC 
14. Inflated NNDR included based on Dronfield figures 
15. Fitness equipment based on a purchase arrangements, this could be reduced if rental figure is provided 
16. Based on estimated GIFA of 4,661 
17. No operator profit built in  
18. 4 court sports hall, plus TAG Active 
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Table 33: Option 2: Same facility mix as Option 1, excluding TAG Active 

 

Sharley Park Option 2  Size m2 

Main Swimming Pool 25m x 6 lane pool  

Teaching Pool inc movable floor 13 x 8.5 m  

Fitness Suite 100 stations  

Studios 1 plus group cycle  

Sports Hall 4 courts  

Multi-purpose Room 2 60 

Café 100 covers  

3G Pitch 11v11  

Soft Play   

Citizens Advice Bureau   

Clinic Facilities   

Complimentary Commercial Space   

Capital Cost  21,500,000 

Total GIFA  4,661 
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Table 34: Option 2: Summary 10 year Revenue Model 

 
 Option 2 

 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 
10 Year 
Total 

Average 
Ten Years 

Leisure Activities 1,649,637 1,769,114 1,847,602 1,919,652 1,954,998 1,989,129 2,021,481 2,056,143 2,090,557 2,125,595 19,423,909 1,942,391 

Secondary Spend 248,402 261,330 266,239 271,216 276,263 281,381 286,570 291,831 297,166 302,575 2,782,975 278,297 

Total Income 1,898,040 2,030,444 2,113,841 2,190,869 2,231,262 2,270,510 2,308,051 2,347,975 2,387,723 2,428,170 22,206,883 2,220,688 

             

Staffing 979,651 999,644 1,024,635 1,049,626 1,074,617 1,099,608 1,124,599 1,149,590 1,174,581 1,199,572 10,876,122 1,087,612 

Premises 463,683 491,409 533,238 556,424 560,965 567,837 574,708 580,182 585,655 591,129 5,505,229 550,523 

Admin and Marketing 16,444 16,780 16,947 17,115 17,283 17,451 17,619 17,786 17,954 18,122 173,501 17,350 

Supplies and Services 118,480 124,250 126,411 128,599 130,815 133,059 135,332 137,633 139,965 142,325 1,316,868 131,687 

Overhead/ Support 
Costs 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

Total Expenditure 1,578,258 1,632,082 1,701,231 1,751,763 1,783,679 1,817,954 1,852,258 1,885,192 1,918,155 1,951,148 17,871,720 1,787,172 

             

Operational 
Surplus(Loss) 

319,782 398,362 412,610 439,105 447,582 452,555 455,793 462,783 469,568 477,022 4,335,164 433,516 

             

H&F Equipment 
Leasing 

80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 80,891 808,909 80,891 

Capital Cost 
Repayment 

567,000 567,000 567,000 567,000 567,000 567,000 567,000 567,000 567,000 567,000 5,670,000 567,000 

Sub Total 647,891 647,891 647,891 647,891 647,891 647,891 647,891 647,891 647,891 647,891 6,478,909 647,891 

Gross Surplus / (Loss) (328,109) (249,529) (235,281) (208,786) (200,309) (195,335) (192,098) (185,108) (178,323) (170,869) (2,143,745) (214,375) 
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Table 35: Option 2: Performance Indicators 

 

 
2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 SENB 

 Operating Recovery Rate  120% 124% 124% 125% 125% 125% 125% 125% 124% 124% 110% 

 Spend per Visit  £3.35 £3.58 £3.73 £3.57 £3.42 £3.29 £3.15 £3.21 £3.26 £3.32 4.35 

 Subsidy/Profit per Visit  -£0.56 -£0.70 -£0.73 -£0.71 -£0.69 -£0.66 -£0.62 -£0.63 -£0.64 -£0.65 -0.29 

 Staffing/Income %  51.6% 49.2% 48.5% 47.9% 48.2% 48.4% 48.7% 49.0% 49.2% 49.4% 57% 

 Staffing/Expenditure %  62.1% 61.2% 60.2% 59.9% 60.2% 60.5% 60.7% 61.0% 61.2% 61.5% N/A 

 Utility cost/m2  36 37 37 38 38 38 39 39 40 40 37 

 Fitness Income per station  6,547 7,700 8,392 9,020 9,276 9,508 9,745 9,989 10,239 10,495 9,692 

 Fitness Members per Station  19 19 19 23 25 27 28 28 28 28 35 

 Swimming Income/m2  955 960 969 979 989 998 1,008 1,017 1,027 1,037 1105 

 Throughput  567,388 567,388 567,388 614,288 653,062 690,781 732,460 732,460 732,460 732,460 N/A 

 
N.B All figures exclude VAT 

 

Resources 
 

3.12. The resource forecast is based upon F&G cost consultancy work (February 2021). This informed the overall budget for the project and although areas 
have varied slightly through the RIBA 2 process, the overall cost of the project remains forecast to be £21.8m.  
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3.13. The resources involved in delivery of the Sharley Park Community Activity Hub can be summarised as: 
 
Table 36: Delivery Resources 

  Total (£) Feb 21 Area (m2) £ /m² GIA Area(ft²) £ /ft² GIA 

Leisure Centre      

Wet Side £4,948,681.00 1,444 £3,427.06 15,537 £ 318.39 

Dry Side  £904,150.00 390 £2,318.33 4,196 £ 215.38 

Health and Fitness £2,373,550.84 967 £2,454.55 10,405 £ 228.04 

Leisure Commercial £1,008,744.92 390 £2,586.53 4,196 £ 240.30 

Leisure Support £212,915.00 97 £2,195.00 1,044 £ 203.92 

Fixtures Fittings & Equipment £425,000.00     

Circulation £669,634.87 288 £2,325.00 3,099 £ 216.00 

Plant Rooms £366,903.42 236 £1,555.00 2,539 £ 144.46 

Allowance for PV's to Sports Hall Roof only       

Adjustment of NIA to GIA to include internal walls, risers etc £548,122.39 198 £2,765.52 2,133 £ 256.93 

Total Leisure Centre £11,457,702.43 4,010 £2,857.17 43,149 £ 265.44 

       

Local Council Facilities      

Council Contact Centre      

Citizens Advice Bureau £320,595.00 145 £2,211.00 1,560 £ 205.41 

Total Local Council Facilities £320,595.00 145 £2,211.00 1,560 £ 205.41 

       

Clinic Facilities      

Clinic £760,320.00 264 £2,880.00 2,841 £ 267.56 

Total Clinic Facilities £760,320.00 264 £2,880.00 2,841 £ 267.56 

       

Complimentary Commercial Space      

Flexible, multi-purpose space well positioned within the building allowing sub-division to suit 
particular purposes/facilities 

£902,650.00 350 £2,579.00 3,766 £ 239.60 

Total Complimentary Commercial Space  £902,650.00 350 £2,579.00 3,766 £ 239.60 
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  Total (£) Feb 21 Area (m2) £ /m² GIA Area(ft²) £ /ft² GIA 

Football Facilities      

Changing rooms for officials and players £215,110.00 98 £2,195.00 1,054 £203.92 

Total Football Facilities £215,110.00 98 £2,195.00 1,054 £203.92 

       

Shared Facilities      

Shared meeting room facilities, WC's, staircase, passenger lifts £689,210.00 286 £2,409.83 3,077 £223.88 

General allowance for Client FF&E to other areas £350,000.00     

Total Shared Facilities £1,039,210.00 286 £3,633.60  £337.57 
       

Total Build Costs £14,695,587.43 5,153 £2,851.76  £264.94 

      

Site Works      

Car Parking £318,500.00 
(50% car park is there 
already) 

   

External Works (Drainage / Services / Landscaping) £600,000.00     

Cut and Fill works £200,000.00     

3G Pitches £850,000.00     

Play Park £50,000.00     

Community Gardens - 
(No cost - area allocated 
to community) 

   

Outdoor Spectator Seating Area - 
(part of landscaping - 
not formal seating) 

   

Total Site Works £2,018,500.00     

Professional Fees  £1,671,408.74 10%    

Design Development & Construction Contingency £1,671,408.74 10%    

Inflation (from base date to tender return and mid-point of construction ) £1,251,885.15 7.49%    
      

Total Construction Costs £21,308,790.07 5,153    

Demolition of existing facilities and site clearance £350,000.00     

Measured Mile £200,000.00     

Total Project Cost £21,858,790.07     

 
N.B All figures exclude VAT 
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3.14. NEDDC is seeking £8m of external funding to support its overall investment. Sport England (£1.5), Towns Fund (£6m) and the Football Foundation (£0.5) 
being identified as potential funders; the latter is specifically related to the outdoor pitch.  Discussions have already been held with both Sport England 
and the Football Foundation about funding support; the latter has indicated they will fund circa 66% of the pitch capital cost. 
 

3.15. The work to date, community engagement and Insight all highlight that cost and affordability are key barriers to participation within the community.  The 
summary of overall capital and revenue implications of the models developed for the new Community Activity Hub is illustrated below: 
 
Table 37: Financial Implications 
 

Financial Implications Option 1(Inc. Tag Active) £000s Option 2 (Excl. Tag Active) £000s 

Capital Cost 22,608,790 21,500 

External Funding ask 8,000,000 8,000,000 

Capital Borrowing to be Prudentially Borrowed (funded) by NEDDC 14,608,790 13,500 

Net Revenue Surplus Year 3 536,612 412,610 

Gross Subsidy Year 3 (assuming all below the line costs are included) 157,815 235,281 

 
N.B £300k already spent to RIBA 2 excluded from above figures 

 
3.16. The revenue model also sets out benchmarks for the facility operation; these are generally in line with the other NEDDC managed facilities across both 

North East Derbyshire and Bolsover; differences are due to the specific nature of the new Hub and the people who most need to benefit by accessing 
its services and opportunities.  
 

3.17. Throughput estimates reflect the fact that the Hub will be located in an area of high deprivation, where physical activity may not be a priority. The facility 
programme supports participation by older and younger people, and also families. It reflects as much flexibility as possible to encourage use by inactive 
individuals and families. The income levels reflect the fact that some people will simply access the Hub for social reasons. 
 

3.18. NEDDC is seeking £8m of external funding to support its overall investment. Sport England (£1.5), Towns Fund (£6m) and the Football Foundation (£0.5) 
being identified as potential funders; the latter is specifically related to the outdoor pitch.  Discussions have already been held with both SE and the FF 
about funding support; the latter has indicated they will fund circa 66% of the pitch capital cost. 
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Summary of Capital Finance  
 
Table 38: Summary of capital finance 
 

Funding Source Amount Year of Drawdown 

Towns Fund £6m plus amount for renewable technoloies 22/23 

Sport England £1.5m 23/24 

NEDDC £14,608,790 22/23 

Football Foundation £0.5m 23/24 

 

3.19. The SOPG work, community engagement and Insight all highlight that cost and affordability are key barriers to participation within the community.  The 
summary of overall capital and revenue implications of the models developed for the new Community Activity Hub is illustrated below: 

 

Project Risks 
 

3.20. Planning Risk – Informal planning advice has been received which does not indicate any risks above and beyond normal risks in the area (Ground 
condition, coal mining, etc). Separate pre-application consultation has taken place with Sport England on the park and in particular the 3G pitch. 
 

3.21. Partner Decisions – ‘In principle’ agreement with co-locating partners has been obtained subject to financial implications and formal decision. 
 

3.22. Financial Risks include: 
 
SPLC2 - Fail to get approval for prospective match funding. Capital cost increase due to volatile market 
 
SPLC3 - Fail to get approval for prospective tenants External funding does not materialise 
 
SPLC4 - VAT implications of partial exemption Co-locating partners pull out 
 
SPLC 7 - Forecast project costs used for decision making are exceeded when procurement has taken place  
 
SPLC10 - Failure to achieve operational business case forecast once complete. 

 

3.23. A detailed Risk Register is included at Appendix 1. 
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4. Commercial Case 
 

4.1. The corporate aim for North East Derbyshire District Council (NEDDC) is “supporting our communities to be healthier, safer, cleaner and greener”. Key 
priorities for this aim include “contributing to improving health and well-being” and “Increasing participation in sport and leisure activities”.  

 
4.2. NEDDC operates their leisure facilities in-house. 

 
4.3. Built in the early 1970’s, Sharley Park Leisure Centre is a stand-alone building, located in a green space adjacent to the existing hospital, north of the 

town centre and main activity area in Clay Cross. It is a large, predominantly steel framed brick/profile clad building. The building is located in the corner 
of the open space, with the car park to the front and the main customer entrance to the rear of the building. 

 
4.4. Whilst considered to be structurally sound, condition surveys highlight that Sharley Park Leisure Centre site, is increasingly showing signs of age and 

deterioration, despite investment in plant and facilities in 2008 and 2012, which cannot be ignored. This presents the opportunity to refurbish or redevelop 
the facilities. Undertaking such work would also contribute to, and enhance, the regeneration of the surrounding area of Clay Cross which has been 
ongoing for several years.  

 
4.5. Recent condition surveys have identified the following areas of concern and investment: 

 

 Maintenance/refurbishment costs in the region of £0.32m over the next 1 to 5 years; 
 

 Re-roofing at a cost of £0.2m (identified as highly likely given the age, type and predicted life expectancy of the existing flat roofing 
system); 

 

 Poor building insulation; 
 

 Poor energy efficiency with little or no heat recovery from the centre’s air handling system; and 
 

 Non-compliance with Part ‘M’ of building regulations for disability access (introduced in 1995), despite investment to improve accessibility 
for those with a disability. 
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4.6. Headline demographic statistics for Clay Cross (South and North) related to future provision of leisure facilities and participation in physical activity 
include: 

 

 There are 2,740 families living in Clay Cross; 
 

 Over 70% of existing households in Clay Cross (North and South) experience at least one form of deprivation (the four types being 
housing, education, health and employment); 

 

 There is a higher average density of population than across North East Derbyshire district as a whole29.3% of the existing population do 
not own a car; 

 

 There are higher numbers of those aged less than 15; 
 

 There are higher numbers of those aged 25-64; 
 

 There are higher numbers of those living with a life-limiting illness; 
 

 There are more people with generally bad health; 
 

 Nearly a third of all residents are economically inactive; 
 

 There are high numbers of single parents; 
 

 Many residents do not travel far – either within, or out of the District; 
 

 There are high levels of childhood obesity (significant increase in levels between reception and year 6; 
 

 High levels of adult obesity; and 
 

 Lower levels of participation in regular physical activity; nearly a quarter of the overall population (24.2%) in the District is inactive (Year 
2 Active Lives Survey), and this is rising. 
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4.7. There are some significant lifestyle challenges for many of those living in Clay Cross. At the moment, the existing Sharley Park Leisure Centre, its 
facilities and programmes are not meeting the needs of some local residents for a number of reasons, some of which are related to factors above. Whilst 
participation in sport and physical activity alone cannot solve the all the challenges of Clay Cross residents, taking part in more regular physical activity 
will contribute to improved health and reduced obesity, as well as increased resilience and a better overall ability to ‘cope’ with day to day life. 

 
4.8. 24.2% of the overall population of North East Derbyshire is inactive. Applying this to the population of Clay Cross means that around 5,653 are inactive. 

Consultation feedback has been received by 400 of these people and provides valuable insight into local needs and elements for change to facilitate and 
encourage more people to become active.  

 
4.9. Identified priorities for services/programmes and initiatives to be provided at Sharley Park Leisure Centre in the future are: 
 

Table 39: Identified priorities for services/programmes and initiatives to be provided at Sharley Park Leisure Centre 

 

Identified Priorities For Services/Programmes/ Initiatives 

Community information point Provision for teenagers 

Health checks Learn something new groups 

Sports physiotherapy clinic Pilates 

Sports injury clinic Start and finish for walking groups 

Weight management Start and finish for bike/cycle rides 

Smoking cessation (least favoured) Creche 

 
4.10. Implementing the above will ensure the new leisure facility delivers to a much wider audience and is more likely to engage the inactive in physical activity 

which in turn will deliver mental and physical health benefits. A new leisure facility, offering physical activity, as well as broader social, health and well-
being services will be at the heart of the local community; it will offer more opportunity for change in lifestyle and behaviour at individual and community 
level, and contribute significantly to the overall regeneration of Clay Cross.  

 
4.11. There is clear and committed support for this concept from identified strategic partners: 

 

 Derbyshire Public Health; 
 

 NHS Hardwick CCG; 
 

 Clay Cross Community Police; 
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 Local schools; and 
 

 Active Derbyshire. 
 

4.12. Identified priorities for services/programmes and initiatives to be provided at Sharley Park Leisure Centre in the future are: 
 

Table 40: Identified priorities for services/programmes and initiatives to be provided at Sharley Park Leisure Centre 

 

Identified Priorities For Services/Programmes/ Initiatives 

Community information point Provision for teenagers 

Health checks Learn something new groups 

Sports physiotherapy clinic Pilates 

Sports injury clinic Start and finish for walking groups 

Weight management Start and finish for bike/cycle rides 

Smoking cessation (least favoured) Creche 

 
4.13. Implementing the above will ensure the new leisure facility delivers to a much wider audience and is more likely to engage the inactive in physical activity 

which in turn will deliver mental and physical health benefits. A new leisure facility, offering physical activity, as well as broader social, health and well-
being services will be at the heart of the local community; it will offer more opportunity for change in lifestyle and behaviour at individual and community 
level, and contribute significantly to the overall regeneration of Clay Cross.  

 
4.14. There is clear and committed support for this concept from identified strategic partners: 
 

 Derbyshire Public Health; 
 

 NHS Hardwick CCG; 
 

 Clay Cross Community Police; 
 

 Local schools; and 
 

 Active Derbyshire. 
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4.15. The consultation process developed for this Sharley Park Leisure Centre study comprised a combination of:  
 

Table 41: Consultation 
 

Method Number Completed 

Member Questionnaire 420 

Non-Member Questionnaire 387 

Face To Face Interviews 16 

Focus Groups (Number Of People ATTENDING EACH) 

Youth Forum 
Business Development 
Police 
Parish Councillors – Clay Cross 
Disability Group 
 

Telephone/Email Interviews 

General Public – 7 
Clubs – 4 
Schools – 4 
Councillors – 4 
Public Health 
 

 
4.16. It is clear from the circa 850 user and non-member responses received that there is great interest in improving Sharley Park Leisure Centre, and in 

developing provision that better meets identified needs for physical activity, health and well-being thorough high-quality facilities, services and activities. 
 
4.17. Priority facilities for future provision are: 
 

Table 42: Priority facilities for future provision at Sharley Park Leisure Centre 

 

Identified Facility Priority 

Café Kids’ Gym Water Slides 

Spa (sauna, steam, jacuzzi) Climbing Wall Improved Outdoor Facilities 

Social Areas Gymnastics Facility (purpose-built) Improved toilets, changing rooms and reception 

Soft Play Diving Boards  
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4.18. The extent of identified facility improvement priorities and other issues such as the age, condition, existing design and layout of Sharley Park Leisure 
Centre point to the fact that a new build centre is the way forward. This will better enable all improvements and new provision to be addressed, facilitate 
a better designed and energy efficient building, and deliver a significantly enhanced experience for all users. 

 
4.19. Headline demographic statistics for Clay Cross (South and North) related to future provision of leisure facilities and participation in physical activity 

include: 
 

 There are 2,740 families living in Clay Cross; 
 

 Over 70% of existing households in Clay Cross (North and South) experience at least one form of deprivation (the four types being 
housing, education, health and employment); 

 

 There is a higher average density of population than across North East Derbyshire district as a whole29.3% of the existing population do 
not own a car; 

 

 There are higher numbers of those aged less than 15; 
 

 There are higher numbers of those aged 25-64; 
 

 There are higher numbers of those living with a life-limiting illness; 
 

 There are more people with generally bad health; 
 

 Nearly a third of all residents are economically inactive; 
 

 There are high numbers of single parents; 
 

 Many residents do not travel far – either within, or out of the District; 
 

 There are high levels of childhood obesity (significant increase in levels between reception and year 6; 
 

 High levels of adult obesity; and 
 

 Lower levels of participation in regular physical activity; nearly a quarter of the overall population (24.2%) in the District is inactive (Year 
2 Active Lives Survey), and this is rising. 
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4.20. There are some significant lifestyle challenges for many of those living in Clay Cross. At the moment, the existing Sharley Park Leisure Centre, its 
facilities and programmes are not meeting the needs of some local residents for a number of reasons, some of which are related to factors above. Whilst 
participation in sport and physical activity alone cannot solve the all the challenges of Clay Cross residents, taking part in more regular physical activity 
will contribute to improved health and reduced obesity, as well as increased resilience and a better overall ability to ‘cope’ with day to day life. 

 
4.21. 24.2% of the overall population of North East Derbyshire is inactive. Applying this to the population of Clay Cross means that around 5,653 are inactive. 

Consultation feedback has been received by 400 of these people and provides valuable insight into local needs and elements for change to facilitate and 
encourage more people to become active.  

 
4.22. The consultation process developed for this Sharley Park Leisure Centre study comprised a combination of:  

 
Table 43: Consultation 

 

Method Number Completed 

Member Questionnaire 420 

Non-Member Questionnaire 387 

Face To Face Interviews 16 

Focus Groups (Number Of People ATTENDING EACH)  

Youth Forum 
Business Development 
Police 
Parish Councillors – Clay Cross 
Disability Group 
 

Telephone/Email Interviews 

General Public – 7 
Clubs – 4 
Schools – 4 
Councillors – 4 
Public Health 
 

 
4.23. It is clear from the circa 850 user and non-member responses received that there is great interest in improving Sharley Park Leisure Centre, and in 

developing provision that better meets identified needs for physical activity, health and well-being thorough high-quality facilities, services and activities. 
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4.24. Priority facilities for future provision are: 
 

Table 44: Priority facilities for future provision at Sharley Park Leisure Centre 

 

Identified Facility Priority 

Café Kids’ Gym Water Slides 

Spa (sauna, steam, jacuzzi) Climbing Wall Improved Outdoor Facilities 

Social Areas Gymnastics Facility (purpose-built) Improved toilets, changing rooms and reception 

Soft Play Diving Boards  

 
4.25. The extent of identified facility improvement priorities and other issues such as the age, condition, existing design and layout of Sharley Park Leisure 

Centre point to the fact that a new build centre is the way forward. This will better enable all improvements and new provision to be addressed, facilitate 
a better designed and energy efficient building, and deliver a significantly enhanced experience for all users. 

 
4.26. The layout of the existing leisure centre does not minimise user circulation, nor optimise opportunities for secondary spend; there are long connecting 

corridors, fitness facilities are not located in the same area of the leisure centre, the pool changing rooms do not facilitate the management of issues 
such as safe-guarding, and the operational staff structure has to reflect the supervision needs of the facility. 

 
4.27. In order to achieve an appropriate and sustainable refurbishment /re-development of Sharley Park Leisure Centre, NEDDC first wish to understand the 

needs of the local community through insight driven research and consultation.  
 
4.28. The key objectives of this study are therefore to:  
 

 To provide insight on the requirements of existing users, non-members and the inactive; 
 
 To identify the target groups and the key issues and challenges that stop people being active; 
 
 To produce a plan using a behavioural change approach that will ensure that NEDDC can explore ways of getting the currently inactive 

to be active at the new facility; 
 
 To identify any co-location opportunities; 
 
 To identify any non-sporting activities that could be accommodated at the new facility so that it becomes a community hub; 
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 To indicate what the facility mix will be and what activities are required to meet community needs and create a place where families can 
be active together; 

 
 To provide insight on the catchment of the proposed facility and the number of potential users of the new facilities, particularly those 

activities that provide the most income e.g. health and fitness members; 
 
 An indication of how far residents are likely to be prepared to travel to use the facility; 
 
 To explore the further provision of outreach work conducted amongst the community from the facility and the potential for partnerships 

in health provision – examples of this might be providing services such as smoking cessation sessions, providing community rooms for 
slimming clubs and providing discounts for members to become more active, providing physiotherapy or bespoke exercise programmes 
for those discharged from hospital after an illness, surgery or accident; and 

 
 The results from this research will be used by NEDDC to inform equality impact assessments which will measure the impact of the changes 

on ‘protected’ and vulnerable groups.  
 
4.29. Where possible the results of the consultation have been analysed on the basis of the catchment area for Sharley Park, illustrating what this looks like 

in relation to the behavioural changes of the Transtheoretical (stages of change) Model.  
 
4.30. The corporate aim for North East Derbyshire District Council (NEDDC) is “supporting our communities to be healthier, safer, cleaner and greener”. Key 

priorities for this aim include “contributing to improving health and well-being” and “Increasing participation in sport and leisure activities”.  
 
4.31. NEDDC operates their leisure facilities in-house. 
 
4.32. Built in the early 1970’s, Sharley Park Leisure Centre is a stand-alone building, located in a green space adjacent to the existing hospital, north of the 

town centre and main activity area in Clay Cross. It is a large, predominantly steel framed brick/profile clad building. The building is located in the corner 
of the open space, with the car park to the front and the main customer entrance to the rear of the building. 

 
4.33. Whilst considered to be structurally sound, condition surveys highlight that Sharley Park Leisure Centre site, is increasingly showing signs of age and 

deterioration, despite investment in plant and facilities in 2008 and 2012, which cannot be ignored. This presents the opportunity to refurbish or redevelop 
the facilities. Undertaking such work would also contribute to, and enhance, the regeneration of the surrounding area of Clay Cross which has been 
ongoing for several years.  
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4.34. Recent condition surveys have identified the following areas of concern and investment: 
 

 Maintenance/refurbishment costs in the region of £0.32m over the next 1 to 5 years; 
 

 Re-roofing at a cost of £0.2m (identified as highly likely given the age, type and predicted life expectancy of the existing flat roofing 
system); 

 

 Poor building insulation; 
 

 Poor energy efficiency with little or no heat recovery from the centre’s air handling system; and 
 

 Non-compliance with Part ‘M’ of building regulations for disability access (introduced in 1995), despite investment to improve accessibility 
for those with a disability. 

 
4.35. The layout of the existing leisure centre does not minimise user circulation, nor optimise opportunities for secondary spend; there are long connecting 

corridors, fitness facilities are not located in the same area of the leisure centre, the pool changing rooms do not facilitate the management of issues 
such as safe-guarding, and the operational staff structure has to reflect the supervision needs of the facility. 

 
4.36. In order to achieve an appropriate and sustainable refurbishment /re-development of Sharley Park Leisure Centre, NEDDC first wish to understand the 

needs of the local community through insight driven research and consultation.  
 
4.37. The key objectives of this study are therefore to:  
 

 To provide insight on the requirements of existing users, non-members and the inactive; 
 
 To identify the target groups and the key issues and challenges that stop people being active; 
 
 To produce a plan using a behavioural change approach that will ensure that NEDDC can explore ways of getting the currently inactive 

to be active at the new facility; 
 
 To identify any co-location opportunities; 
 
 To identify any non-sporting activities that could be accommodated at the new facility so that it becomes a community hub; 
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 To indicate what the facility mix will be and what activities are required to meet community needs and create a place where families can 
be active together; 

 
 To provide insight on the catchment of the proposed facility and the number of potential users of the new facilities, particularly those 

activities that provide the most income e.g. health and fitness members; 
 
 An indication of how far residents are likely to be prepared to travel to use the facility; 
 
 To explore the further provision of outreach work conducted amongst the community from the facility and the potential for partnerships 

in health provision – examples of this might be providing services such as smoking cessation sessions, providing community rooms for 
slimming clubs and providing discounts for members to become more active, providing physiotherapy or bespoke exercise programmes 
for those discharged from hospital after an illness, surgery or accident; and 

 
 The results from this research will be used by NEDDC to inform equality impact assessments which will measure the impact of the changes 

on ‘protected’ and vulnerable groups.  
 

4.38. Where possible the results of the consultation have been analysed on the basis of the catchment area for Sharley Park, illustrating what this looks like 
in relation to the behavioural changes of the Transtheoretical (stages of change) Model.  

 
4.39. NEDDC is committed to investment in a new Community Activity Hub in Sharley Park. (See Cabinet decision:  

 
Cabinet January 2022: https://democracy.ne-derbyshire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=1137&MId=2147&Ver=4 
Council January 2022: https://democracy.ne-derbyshire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=1156&MId=2187&Ver=4 
 

4.40. The decision was taken to pursue a two-stage procurement process, on the back of the Procurement Strategy developed. 
 
 
Cabinet January 2022: 
 
Resolved: 
 
(1) Cabinet agreed that the proposed redevelopment scheme be delivered at or better than the projected cost and financial forecast, as specified in the report.  

 
(2) That the redevelopment be progressed to completion, subject to the budget business case net cost forecast remaining less than £0.338m (2019/20 Sharley 

Park net cost).  
 

https://democracy.ne-derbyshire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=1137&MId=2147&Ver=4
https://democracy.ne-derbyshire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=1156&MId=2187&Ver=4
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(3) That the Director of Transformation be authorised to take such action as is necessary to progress the scheme through to completion, providing that these 

decisions do not increase the Council’s contribution of up to £13.5m towards the project and subject to the forecast net cost remaining below £0.338m (2019/20 
Sharley Park net cost). (4) That the Director of Transformation be authorised, in consultation with Portfolio Holder for Leisure, Transformation and Climate 
Change, to enter into all necessary associated agreements in order to deliver the project.  
 

(4) That Council be recommended to fund through borrowing a contribution of £15.6m towards the project, subject to the forecast net cost remaining below £0.338m 
(2019/20 Sharley Park net cost)  

 
REASONS FOR DECISION: To continue to make progress towards delivering a multimillion pound flagship community facility in Clay Cross Town Centre. 
 

 

Risks 
 

 
SPLC 7 
Forecast project costs used for decision making are exceeded when procurement has taken place 
 

 
4.41. A detailed Risk Register is included at Appendix 1. 
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5. Management Case 
 
5.1. A project management plan was developed for the Sharley Park Community Activity Hub as the concept emerged and the key stakeholders committed 

to the project.  
 
5.2. The purpose of the Project Management Plan is to set out the management and governance arrangements for parties involved in the project through 

delivery.   
 
5.3. The plan seeks to ensure that: 
 

 There is clarity about the main people involved in the project and how they will interact with one another 
 

 Key people involved are aware of their roles and responsibilities and the context in which the project is being progressed 
 

 Relevant groups, processes, management procedures and mechanisms are in place to ensure the timely and effective clearance of tasks 
and decision making. 

 
5.4. The plan is a “live document” acknowledging that it will change over time as the project evolves and progresses and is updated regularly.   

 
5.5. The initial Project Management Plan for the project was prepared in 2019; it has been an invaluable guide since that time and updated several times 

since it was originally written. Early adoption of clear project management structures and protocols has helped everyone involved to develop a productive 
and efficient working relationship that they are now familiar with and that has a proven track record of success.  
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Project Organisation and Governance 
 

5.6. The diagram below illustrates how the project is being organised. 
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Project Governance 
 

5.7. The applicant for the Town Deal funding is North East Derbyshire District Council (NEDDC).  

 
5.8. Any grant funding received will be awarded to the local authority and the NEDDC will be ultimately responsible for ensuring spending meets with any 

conditions or obligations, in addition to the role of accountable body for the wider Clay Cross Towns Fund.   
 

Core Team 
 

5.9. A Core Team has been established by NEDDC with delegated authority to manage the project on a day-to-day basis.  The Core Team has been in 
operation for a number of years already to progress the project to this point and it will be in operation throughout the delivery of the project. 
 

5.10. The Core Team is the ‘engine room’ of the project where all tasks are discussed, considered, reviewed, actioned and cleared.  It is the main forum for 
the allocation of tasks and delivery of outputs.  It is responsible for undertaking most of the work necessary to deliver relevant components of the project 
and required to generate and sustain intensity and momentum. 
 

5.11. The Core Team has and will continue to meet virtually approximately monthly.  Meeting dates are issued at the start of each phase for the duration of 
each phase.  The Core Team may meet more frequently from time to time as required during periods of particularly intensive work or as required to 
resolve issues. 
 

5.12. The Core Team comprises: 
 

 Matt Broughton, Project Lead  

 NEDDC Cabinet Members (as appropriate) 

 Andy James, Sport England 

 Julia Goddard, Alliance Leisure 

 Mark Gowdridge, GT 3 Architects 

 Rachel Fowler, Strategic Leisure Limited 

 Stakeholder partners (Funders and Tenants) 
 

5.13. This team was formed in 2018/19 as the project concept emerged and key stakeholder commitment and through this structure, lead the project to meet 
the objectives of all stakeholders. 
 

5.14. Membership may vary from time to time as different advisors are required at different points to address particular issues arising.   
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5.15. The Core Team will link to all other relevant groups and organisations via the Project Lead. 
 

5.16. Any Sub-Groups set up to carry out and complete specific work-streams will report back to the Core Team.   
 

5.17. Stakeholders are invited to a two-monthly meeting to ensure they are up to date with project progress. They are consulted individually on an ongoing 
basis as required through project development and progression through the RIBA stages. 
 

5.18. Further consultation will be undertaken through thee planning applications stage. 
 

5.19. The wider community and particularly those who responded to the 2018 consultation have been kept up to date with project progress throough meetings 
and social media communications. They know their views have been fed into the project development process. They will be consulted further through 
the planning application stage. 
 

Key Project Roles 
 

Project Sponsor: Lee Hickin (NEDDC Managing Director) – Lee takes the lead supporting role within NEDDC and is responsible for ensuring Member 
briefing and financial accountability. 
 
Project Lead: Matt Broughton (NEDDC Director of Transformation) – Matt is responsible for leading the overall project development from the NEDDC 
perspective, working alongside the Professional Team, and co-ordinating relevant NEDDC resources to support overall progress. 
 
Design Team: Alliance Leisure, Julia Goddard is leading the Design Team, and co-ordinating the work of the architects and wider technical team. 
 
Project Manager: Hadron, Peter Curtis, is delivering the project management role, working closely with Alliance, GT3 and wider design team. 
 
Architect: GT3, Mark Gowdridge is providing all design and architectural input and lead to the project. 
 
Sport and Leisure Consultants: Strategic Leisure - Rachel Fowler and George Sutcliffe undertook the original insight work and research to inform 
the project need. They are continuing to provide business planning support and liaison with Sport England to secure external funding through the SOPG 
approach. 

 
Sport England – Andy James providing advice and guidance to the design process through the wealth of design guides and benchmarking information 
available to Sport England. In addition, challenging NEDDC and the design more generally to ensure the community sport and physical activity needs 
are addressed in the design. 
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Project Delivery  
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Project Reporting Structure 
 

 
Assurance 

 
5.20. Please see above which provides information on how the project will be managed. 

 

Scope Management 
 

5.21. The project has a clear vision and set of objectives which are set out in the Strategic Case.  They express the overarching aim of the project and a set 
of more specific outcomes which underpin the entire project and inform its development and any decision making. 
 

Programme/Schedule Management 
 

5.22. The proposed programme for delivery of the Hub is set out below: 
 

Town Board

NEDDC Cabinet

Project Board (Core Group)

Working Group

Sub Groups as applicable
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Milestones and Critical Path 
 
5.23. The key milestones are set out in the programme above, together with the critical path. 

 
5.24. These are important to inform the timescales for the Town Deal funding and spend requirements, plus also the need to bring together that and any other 

external funding e.g. Sport England. 
 

Risk and Opportunities Management  
 

Risks, Constraints and Interdependencies 
 

5.25. Whilst contributing to the wider regeneration of Clay Cross Town Centre, this project is not dependent on any other project identified in the TIP and could 
be delivered in advance of any other project without negative impact on the wider TIP. This project is significantly progressed with a NEDDC Cabinet 
and Council decisions in place and ‘in principal’ agreement from partners and tenants. 
 

5.26. NEDDC has developed its procurement strategy for the Community Activity Hub. The following is recommended as the most appropriate procurement 
approach for delivering the project: 

 

Approach Reasons 

A two-stage or single-stage Develop and Construct procurement route has 
been adopted through the use of a Development Partner. 

 Programme. 

 Risk transfer where appropriate. 

 Considerations: 
 Early contractor involvement. 
 Market conditions. 

 
The UK Leisure Framework is being used to progress the project to RIBA 
Stage 4a, using a procured professional team of architects, project 
managers, quantity surveyors, m and e consultants, etc 

 The Council can influence a team that are experienced and knowledgeable 
about wet and dry leisure projects. 

 Fees can be benchmarked to demonstrate value for money. 

 Possible to deal with smaller ‘non-core team’ appointments as a variation to 
the framework appointment or as a direct appointment by the Council. 

 

Design being developed to Stage 4a in conjunction with the contractor and 
for the completion of the tender. 

 Ensure a high quality product is obtained. 

 To enable a fixed price to be obtained for the works on completion of the 
tender. 
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Approach Reasons 

A fixed lump sum price is obtained for the works.  Obtain cost certainty before starting on site. 

 Risk transfer where appropriate. 
 

Contractor procurement agreed following consultant team 
appointment.  ISG has been appointed following a mini competition first 
stage tender process carried out through the UK Leisure framework.  

 Thorough market testing will be completed before a decision is made. 
 

 
5.27. Please see the risk register at Appendix 1.  
 

Project Management  
 

5.28. Please see previous sections which detail how risk, project management, procurement and governance are managed. In addition to these we have set 
out below further information relating to Change Control and health and safety. 
 

Change control 
 

5.29. As would be expected with a project of this scale change control procedure is already in operation and is monitored and reported on monthly at the Core 
Team meetings. This change management system ensures that all changes to the project are well documented, signed off by the appropriate parties 
and accounted for financially. As the project moves through to RIDA stage 3, beyond concept, the change process will follow normal change control 
procedures included in contracts between an employer and contractor or subcontractor. 
 

5.30. When making such a change, the person responsible should: 
 

 identify the reason or reasons for change 
 

 investigate the impact of items such as costs, timescales and locations 
 

 strive to mitigate risks and maximise opportunities in relation to the overall objectives of the project and, 
 

 review and accept or reject the change. 
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Health and Safety 
 

5.31. As for any project of this scale a Principal Designer (CDM) will advise the Core Team on the key health and safety issues relating to the project and will 
ensure that the project complies with all legal requirements. This has to be considered from the conceptual phase through to project completion. Alongside 
this NEDDC has a H&S team who can offer support to this process but most likely advice on the future sale operation of the new facility. 

 

Stakeholder engagement  
 

5.32. For simplicity, stakeholders that are or may become involved with the project have been arranged into two groups; statutory and non-statutory.  
 

5.33. Statutory consultees will include those necessary to achieve planning permission i.e.: 
 

 NEDDC 

 Derbyshire County Council 

 Sport England 

 Non Statutory but critical stakeholders with whom engagement will continue include those partners identified above, plus the wider local 
network within the community. 

 NHS Royal Chesterfield Hospital Trust (Tenant) 

 CAB (Tenant) 

 Local sports clubs 

 Chesterfield FC 

 Derbyshire County Council  

 Healthy North East Derbyshire Partnership 

 Derbyshire Community Health Services 

 British Cycling 

 Active Derbyshire 

 Wider community 

 3rd sector 

 Local schools 

 Towns Fund Board 

 NEDDC Councillors 
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5.34. Significant consultation has already been undertaken to inform and influence this project as set out in the Strategic Case above. This has focussed on 
identifying community views and needs and has been continued as the project for the Community Activity Hub develops. 
 

5.35. As well as the Project Board (Core group) there is a stakeholder working group which meets regularly and is updated with overall project progress. This 
group also feeds into decision-making. 
 

Benefits, Monitoring and Evaluation 
 

5.36. Please see Strategic Case above, attached Project Plan and Business Plan which provides details on this.  
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Disclaimer 
  
Forecasts and recommendation in any proposal, report or letter are made in good faith and on the basis of the information before the Company at the time. 
Their achievement must depend, among other things, on effective co-operation of the Client and the Client’s staff. In any consequence, no statement in any 
proposal, report or letter is to be deemed to be in any circumstances a representation, undertaking, warranty or contractual condition. 

  
  

© 2022 Strategic Leisure Limited  
All rights reserved 

 
 


